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SAMUEL STEVENS.

'J'llli name of Steveni has been so long associated

* with the historic auction rooms in Kiny Street,

Covent Garden, that independently of the late Mr.

Samuel Stevens' scientific attainments, his death

marks a period. lie was born on the i ith of March,

1817, we believe at Kennington, in the suburbs of

London, his father being John .Stevens, a man of

artistic taste, which has been transmitted in a marked

manner down

to the present

generat ion.

Sanuiel sutler-

ed from deli-

cate health in

his childhood

and youth,

when his chief

occupation was

ilrawing with

a lead pencil.

In this art he

must have ex-

celle<l, for at

the early age

if thirteen he

look the Roy.il

Society ofArt's

medal for two

drawings, of

which he was

naturally
proud to the

end of his life.

They occupied

.1 place of

honour on the

wall of the

entrance hall

in his house at

Heulah Hill.

He applied

himself so

closely to his

drawing that

it was feared

his health wotdd suft't

Mopped his progress.

, and his parents reluctantly

He then devoted his attention

to the study of Natural History and the acquisition of

specimens, which was his recreation and pleasure to

the end of his life. Entomology occupied his chief

attention, and he consequently amassed a large collec-

tion covering several Orders. This he has left to his

nephew, Mr. John Stevens, but it is probable that it

will be dispersed in the King Street rooms.

The Stevens' Auction Rooms were founded in

1760 apparently by King and Lochee. They were

Nov. 1899.—No. 66, Vol. VI. '

joined later by a -Mr. Thomas, and about 1818 a

brother of Samuel Stevens became partner to the

latter, eventually succeeding to the business which

is still known by his name. He was the celebrated

John Crase Stevens.

During the early part of his life, Samuel does not

appear to have had any special occupation, but in

1840 he joined in partnership with his brother, J. C.

Stevens, with

whom he re-

mained unti

184S, when he

left loestablish

a Natural His-

tory agency at

24, Blooms-
bury Street,

acting among
others for

Messrs. Wal-

lace and Bates

in their Ama-
zonian explo-

rations. On
the death of

Mr. J. C.

Stevens in

1859 Samuel

look charge of

the King
Street business

on behalf of

the widow,
and continued

until his
nephews,
Henry and

Joseph, took

over the nian-

a g e m e n t

.

During that

time he had

continued his

Bloomsbury
business, but

in 1867 he sold it to a Mr. Higgins, and later

it was closed. Afterwards the subject of our notice

devoted all his time as an amateur to Natural

History pursuits. He was a regular attendant at the

Entomological Society and frequently at the Linnean,

of both of which he was a fellow. He was also a

member of the Entoinological Club, being a member
for 50 vears. In fact Samuel Stevens was long con

sideted as the doj'en of the entomological fraternii)-

in this country. His pleasant smile and genial

words being familiar at most scientific functions for

Sa>U'EI, Stkvhns.
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the past half-century,i his capacity as agent, and his

connection with t'he sale-rooms, added to his love for

natural history, brought Samuel Stevens in touch with

most of the leading British naturalists of the nineteenth

century. Of these he retained many pleasant re-

miniscences. It was only recently that he discussed

with the writer of this notice the propriety of pub-

lishing his memoirs, but this, like so many other

mundane things, was delayed too long.

We are indebted to Mr. Henry Stevens, the chief

of the present firm in King Street, for the accompany-

ing photographic likeness. It was jokingly taken by

the artist with his subject standing behind an empty

frame, but it is exceedingly life-like and characteristic.

It may be mentioned, in connection with the artistic

tendency of the Stevens' family, that Mr. Henry's

reputation as an amateur photographer is world-wide,

and much of his work has never been surpassed by

the most skilled professional artist. It is doubtless

well-known to our readers, as he is a constant

.exhibitor at the leading photographic exhibitions.

John T. Carrington.

EXOTIC COCCIDAE IN AUSTRALIA.
By James Lidgett.

TOURING recent years many species of exotic

-'-^ Coccidae have been found infesting indigenous,

as well as introduced plants in Australia. It has

•occurred to me that a list of them, together with their

food-plants, would be both useful and interesting to

those studying these important parasitic insects,

especially from their economic aspect.

The facility now afforded for the transportation of

insect life has already been the means of spreading

far and wide, such well-known and dreaded pests as

the "pernicious" or San Jose scale [Aspidiotus

perniciosus of Comstock), and the fluted scale

{Icerya purchasi Maskell). This latter insect was

tmknown to science prior to the year 1S77 Avhen it

was discovered and described in New Zealand. Now
it is found on the five Continents. Australia is un-

doubtedly the original home oi leerya purchasi, if not

of all the genus Icerya. I have often been asked the

meaning of the name purchasi, as it not being

generally known that it is in honour of Dr. Purchase,

of Auckland, New Zealand.

An example, showing the facility of transmitting

living Coccidae through the post, the following extract

from a letter just received from Mr. E. Ernest Green, of

Ceylon, is of considerable interest :
—" In examining

your material of Dactyhpius from Acacia dealbata, I

was much interested to find a living larva of some
Coccinellid beetle that had been feeding upon them.

... Now that there is so much discussion about the

importation of beneficial insects to wage war against

scale insects, this accidental introduction is of con-

siderable interest." The packet took seventeen days

in transit from Australia.

The following are exotic species of scale insects

already found in Australia :

—

1. Aspidiotus aurantii Mask. (= coccinct(sQiexa\.].

Infests Citrus.

2. A. camelliae Bois. (= rapax Comst.). Infests

Camellia, Oka, etc.

3. A. ficus Comst. On Citrus.

4. A. nerii Bouche. On Oleander citrus. Acacia,

etc.

5. Aspidiotus perniciosus Comst. On Apple,

Pear, Eucalyptus, of course exogenitically.

There is a great deal _ of confiision existing as to the

correct identification of A. perniciosus. A species,

eucalypti of Mask. , is a very closely allied species and

occurs on Eztcalyptus. . A. perniciosus may thus

possibly turn out to be a native of Australia. At

present Japan is supposed to be its original home.

6. Diaspis boisdtivalii Sign. On a \'ariety of

species of Acacia, Orcliids, etc.

7. Diaspis rosae Sandbg. On rose and Sniilax.

8. Mytilaspis gloverii "Pack. On Citrus.

9. Mytilaspis citricola Pack. On species of Crotoii,

Banksia integrifol.ia;{e.^o^e.v\\\c3\\.y].

ro. Mytilaspis pamorum Bouche. On apple,

plum, and many other trees, (passim).

11. Chionaspis brasiliensis Sign. On orchids,

ferns, etc.

12. Chionaspis citri (Zo\-ns,t. On Cttrus.

i^. Ischnaspis filiformis Douglas. On palms.

Probably indigenous to all tropical regions, and

therefore to North Australia.
'

14. Lecanium anthuriiTioisAu^aX. On Asparagus.

15. Lecanium Jilicutn Bold. On Lomaria sp.

16. Lecanium hemisphaericutn Targ. ( = hiberna-

c7.Uorum). On Camellia japonica, Laurus, Buxus,

and many other plants, (passim).

1 7. Lecanium hesperidum Linn. On Laztrus,

Citrus, etc. (passim).

18. Lecanizcm nigritm Neisher. On Haicea sp.

and many plants.

20. Lecanium i^/d'OcBernard. On Camelliajaponica,

Citrus, Psidium sp., Olea, etc.

21. Lecanium ribis Ti\.ch. On Ribes grossularia.

22. Lecaniujn rosarum Snellen. On Ribes sp.,

23. Lecanium tessellatuin Sign. On Laurus nobilis.

24. Lecanium hej-beridis Schrank. On Vitis

vinifera (grape vine).

25. Planchonia fiiubriata Boy. de Pons. On
Leptospermaflavescens.

26. Dactylopius adonidiim Linn. On Carduus sp.

27. Dactylopius yamiae Lucus. On Zamia
spiralis.

28. Icerya Aegyptica Doug. On Goodenia oi'ata

(exogenitically).

29. /. ?-flrae Riley and Howard. On Hakea gibhosa.

Myrniong,

Victoria. 20th April, iS()g.
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\Al.l.i:\' Ol-' Till': TOClll I-IIVER.

liY Majok li. M. Skinnkk, R.A.M.C.

"^^IIIS outlying cotiK-r of ihc IJrilish Empire in

India forms a portion of Wa/irislan, the Ijiiund-

ary of which was delineated in 1X94-5 ''>' •^" Anglo-

Afghan Commission from the Afghan provinces of

Khost on the north and Birnml on the west. In

Tociii V.\LLi:v.—Talus Slopes of NirauicLiTie

LiMBSTONE.

1S97 it was for a time 'a

spot of some interest, ow-

ing to an expedition which •

marched up there to

avenge a treacherous as-

sault upon our troops,

which was made at Maizar

in June of that year by the

Madda Khel, a section of

the tribe of the Darwesh

Khel Waziris whoiinhabit

the locality.

The portion of the Tochi

Valley which forms theVsub-

ject of these remarks is a

small tract of country

lying between, roughly,

69«.40 and 7o".loE.,and 32". 50 and 33°lo N.,

through which the Tophi River flows from west

to east to empty itself into the Kurram. Generally

speaking, the vicinity of the Tochi river is a

rugged country of bare rocky hills, varying in

altitude from about 2,900 to 7,900ft. The land

rises from east to west, and is intersected by

precipitous water-channels. The only cultivation is

along the banks of the main streams, such as the

Tochi, and its tributaries the Kazha and Shawal

rivers. There patches of alluvial soil have been skil-

fully irrigated by carefully constructed water-courses,

so as to facilitate the production of grain, for the con-

sumption of the inhabitants of the numerous villages

dotteil along the banks. Such villages form oases in

an uninviting barren-looking region, and occasionally

pres'.Mit an almost civilised appearance, with their

crops of Indian corn, or rice, their fruit-trees, and

sometimes vines. . A feature that strikes one here.

Lake Gravel lying on Ui'ti-rneh Strata.

n common with other neighbouring Mohammedan
countries, is the extensive 'burial grounds with their

mounds of stones, often arranged in colour-p.ilterns,

to mark the graves. These mounds, lying as they

do over hollow graves, arc liable to sink in and so form

pitfalls for the unwary, who may then realise, should

such a mishap befall them, the origin of the old

tradition in England, that it is unlucky to walk over

a gra\e.

The inhabitants appear to the white man as being

about as dirly-looUing as is possible. Their clothing,

sometimes worn for a year without washing, is so

offensive olfactorily, that it is advisable to stand to

windward of the wearer, if it becomes necessary 10 .

converse with him. They are essentially an agricul-

tural population, who in order to protect themselves

and their irrigation channels frcSm their neighbours of

adjacent villages, have to rely on their fortifications

for defence. For that purpose their villages contain

stone towers, similar structures being erected outlying

their villages to guard

their crops, and their wa-

ter-supply. They possess

an excellent breed of

sheep, whose mutton is of

high quality. The gener-

ally barren appearance of

the rock - strewn country

makes one wonder how
these flocks obtain sub-

sistence, but the scantiness

of the herbage is some-

what compensated by the

wide extent of the grazing

ground. The people can

not be .said to have any

man\ifactiiring industrv.

On Ro.vo between Boia and ^Iiramshah.

At one time iron-smelting was carried out in

the country towards the north. This has been
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discontinued, as better weapons than they could make
can be obtained elsewhere in the present day, without

the trouble attendant on making them themselves, in a

country where fuel is extremely scanty. The con-

tents of a mound of a deserted village in the vicinity

of Boia, explored by the writer, showed that an

industry in copper-smelting in a small way once

existed ; this, however, no longer exists, as the

natives find that since the British rule came their way,

their small wants in the shape of copper articles could

be supplied by melting down the baser coinage of the

Empress of India.

That the Madda Khel have an artistic sense is

shown by their wood-carving, the doors of their

better houses, and their charpoys(beds) being roughly

carved out in strong patterns, the general effect

resembling that of the ruder work of England in the

early Middle Ages. The charpoys, unlike our idea of

having the principal decoration at the head of the

bed, are arranged like a settle, so as to form a com-

fortable seat with a handsome carved back-rest for

day use.

Geologically the face of the country presented

Eocene strata cut up by igneous rocks, with interven-

ing plains formed apparently of recent alluvium,

pointing to the former existence of large mountain

lakes. These latter burst through their boundaries,

their deposit being subsequently eroded by rivers

boring channels, while the alluvial strata, except close

by one side of the modern rivers, became covered by

rocky detritus from the surrounding hills, forming a

sloping surface towards the streams. The more rapid

streams appear to have always maintained that nature

since their formation, as alluvium does not exist in

their course. The dried-up lakes through which they

now flow, generally only after heavy rain, or the

melting of the snow, present areas of large-stoned

gravel, to mark their former sites. This gravel is

frequently of a very solid nature owing to the amount

of lime in which it was deposited. An excavation

at Boia, which did not extend below twelve feet, as

the shaft ,became flooded, gave recent shells to

indicate the age of the deposit of the alluvium formed

only near the large streams having a less precipitous

fall.

The Eocene strata presented a mass of nummulitic

limestones, much distorted, in the fork between the

Kazha and the Tochi rivers. These limestones'

showed near their visible base a white foraminiferal

limestone. At their top, in a hollow formed by the

nummulitic strata, a patch preserved by its situation

from denudation, of white sandstones and some clays,

containing crystals of selenite, reminded one of

somewhat similar formations near London. Un-
fortunately no fossils were observed in these sands

and clays during the necessarily hasty search carried

out durmg a march across these strata. Although

other localities showed sandstones, shales, and lime-

stones, no fo.ssils were found to indicate the age of

the strata. In this nummulitic region were found

species of Cerilhiniii, A'alica, Oslera (vcsiciilaris?),

and Coimis, associated generally with Alveolinae.

The igneous rocks were almost invariably varieties,

of serpentine, generally of a dark bluish green

variety. Chrysolite was met with, near which

chromic iron ore also occurred. Sometimes the

serpentine appeared as marmolite ; frequently it was

found with diallage, and also mixed with calcite.

Limonite, talcose schist, magnesite, and a few other

minerals were also observed.

Although the search for fossils became tedious from

the monotony of want of success, the country

appeared an interesting one, as presenting many
excellent illustrations of processes of earth sculpture.

Still, the piecing together of the distorted rocks

would be a task requiring considerable time and .skill ;

especially as many localities containing stratified rocks

have not yielded fossil remains, while their relations

to the nummulitic strata are disguised by belts of

igneous rocks. It is hoped, however, that this sketch

may prove of some interest, more especially when
read in conjunction with the notes on the foraminifera

of the region, which Mr. Earland has kindly appended.

London^ jth Sepfember^ 1S99.

FORAMINIFERA OF THE TOCHI
VALLEY.

By Arthur Earl/^nd.

DY favour of Major B. M. Skinner, R.A.M.C, I

^~^ have had an opportunity of examining the rock

specimens which he collected in Waziristan during the

recent North-West Frontier campaign, and mentioned

in the preceding article. Considering the difficulties

under which they were collected during an arduous

campaign, many of them while actually on the march

through the enemy's country, and the immense diffi-

culty of transport in such a region,' they form a proof

of zeal and energy of which their collector may well

be proud.

From a microscopical point of view the specimens

are of great interest, for nearly all are Eocene lime-

stones of foraminiferal origin. They vary consider-

ably both in appearance and character, some being

comparatively soft and easily broken, while others are

wholly crystalline and capable of taking a marble-like

polish. Nearly all the specimens abound in foramini-

fera, some being wholly composed of their tests

cemented together by a matrix of foraminiferal debris.

As the materials are all too hard to be prepared in

the customary manner, and no sections have as

yet beeir cut, only such of the foraminifera can be

identified as are visible with a lens on the surface

of the specimens. The limestones fall naturally into

two divisions. (l) Alveoline ; (2) Nummulitic. This

does not mean that the Alveoline specimens contain

no Nummulites, or vice versa, but that one form

predominates more or less to the exclusion of the

other. The Alveoline specimens contain representa -

tives both of the elongated forms, of which the type is

Alveoliiia boscii of Defrance, and of the ovoid and

spheroidal forms : type, Alveoliiia vielo of Fichtel

and Moll ; but the latter predominate to the almost

total exclusion of the former. The specimens are all of
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llial Lirt,'c si/i.' which chaniclcriscs ihis luraiii in Koccnc

times. Ai ihe prcscnl d.iy Ahvolhia melo i,s a siimll

fomii), rari-ly exceeding Vn inch in (lianicter, nowhere

very abundanl, though with a wide dislribuliun in

shallow tropical seas. When these rock.s were

deposited it must have heen by far the most abundant

form of marine life ovev extensive areas of sea bottom,

alt.»ining the comparatively gigantic sijie of \ inch and

would considerably increase it, althougli deposits such

as these, in which one species largely predominates,

seldom contain many other kinds.

I had also an opportunity of examining a scries of

rock specimens collected by Major Skinner during

the same campaign in Ihe neighbourhood to the east

ofMiramshah in the Toehi valley, but as they come

frimi a locality untouched by his paper, they do not

call for a detailed notice. They are chiefly .Vlveoline

limestones in a highly crystalline form, with imbedded

corals. Many of them are capable of being worked

as ornamental marbles, of the most beautiful descrip-

tion. Indeed, as Major Skinner says, from the

abundance of such building material, it should be a

land of palaces instead of huts. Among the speci-

mens I found one containing what I think is a

dimorphous variety of Atveolina melo, which may

call for further description. This foram came from

near Kohat.

.\nolher specimen of Major Skinner's, from the

Sheranni Pass, deserves special mention. It is an

oblong slab of limestone, about the size of a half brick.

In this small thickness of deposit, the limestone had

altered from Alveoline to \uiiimulilic, markin;.; a

Aiiitilfur pItiHoiy J. 1. HOl.UliH.

Alveolina Lisiestone (.a. meloI from Ixdia X 8.

occasionally \ inch in diameter. The specimens of

AlTiolina hoscii on the other hand are appro.ximately

of the same dimensions as recent examples, which

abound in many shallow tropical seas.

Amimg the Nummulitic limestones the predominant

species is NiimiituliUs laa'igala of Lamarck, a species

with a world-wide distribution in Eocene times, and

one which abounds in our own liracklcsham beds.

The specimens .as usual vary largely in size, but the

m.ajority are under J inch in diameter. Associated

with it, but in lesser numbers are NiiiiiiiiiiUles com-

/'lanala Lamarck and N. pcyforala Montfort. The

former is a flat discoidal form which reaches i to

I \ inches in diameter. The latter is almost spheroidal

and varies up to J inch. The meaning of the specific

term pirforata. is not obvious, unless perhaps

Montfort described the form from specimens which

had been pierced for use as beads, as the South Sea

Islatulers now pierce and use OrhiloliUs (oiiiplaimla.

Perhaps some reader of SciE.NC'E-Gossir, with means

iif access to Montfort's original description, will settle

this point.

Other foraminifera, which have been identified on

the surface of Major Skinner's rock specimens are

Miliolina sp., Orbitolitcs sp., Rotalia sp. , and

Orhiloides sp. The latter is fairly common in the

Nummulitic rock specimens, but usually broken.

TitiiiialtiUna lobatuhi W. and J. also appears

adherent to a fragment of a bivalve shell. The list is

short, but no doubt careful examination of sections

AimUcurtholohy ./ T. IU)1.DF.R.

Nummulitic Limestake from Hingarv x S.

change in the conditions of life, probably due to a

considerable variation in the depth of the sea,

sufficient to bring about a radical alteration in the

local fauna of the epoch.

2S, Gknwood Road, Caljoni.

MicROscoi'iCAi. PREr.\R.\TiONs.—M. J. Tempcre,

of 168, Rue St. .-^ntoine, Paris, publisher ol the

recently issued " Marine Diatoms of France" (S. 0.,

\'ol. vi., N.S. , p. 120), has sent us his catalogue of

microscopical preparations for igoo. This is the

largest and best-arranged catalogue of its kind that

we h.ave seen. As might be expected, it is especially

strong in Diatoms, but all other objects are well

represented, and numerous lantern slides are also

listed. The slides are priced at I fr. 25 (is.) and

upwards.
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PLANT RECORDS FOR WELLS.

By James Saunders.

nPHE inteiesdng note on the flowering plants of
-* Hunstanton, that appeared in the September

issue (ante p. 105) of Scie.nxe-Gossip, from the pen

of Mr. E. T. Mott, of Leicester, suggests that a similar

list of those observed in the neighbourhood of Wells-

next-the-Sea, also in the county of Norfolk, would be

useful for comparison. They have a further interest,

in that they serve as recent confirmations of former

observations for the Watsonian vice-county 28-West

Norfolk. They were published in '

' Watson's Topo-

graphical Botany" in 1S83. There is at least one

new county record, which is for the segregate

Ceratophylhim demursmii L. as Watson only gives the

aggregate C. aquaticiim, for both the vice-counties of

Norfolk.

The most interesting localities that were visited

during a brief holiday early in August last, were

two sandy flats, that are apparently inundated in

winter. These have their counterparts, on a much

larger scale, at Braunton Burrows, N. Devon. The

two now referred to are situated amongst the sand

dunes, about midway between the entrance to Wells

Harbour and Holkham Bay. They are on the sea-

ward side of the pine trees which form so conspicuous

a feature in the landscape. The situation is certainly

a lonely one, for although three visits were made to

the spot, just in the height of the holiday season, not

a single traveller broke in upon the charming solitude,

nbr did even the ubiquitous keeper jar one's nerves

with his unwelcome presence. Nevertheless within a

mile of the spot there were on fine mornings,

several hundreds of visitors, either disporting in the

waves or sunning themselves on the sands. Hence,

however accurately the locality may be described,

there is little fear that its botanical treasures will be

exterminated by greedy plant-hunters.

The smallest flower noticed on these sandy

plateaux was Erythrea "pidckella Fries. Of this

there were thousands, avefaging from an inch to two

inches in height. Oae had the whole plant

complete in about the dimensions of an ordi-

Roots, radical leaves, stem, calyx

corollas, all were present, the last

barely a quarter of an inch in diameter. Associated

with these were a few plants of E. centaurhim

Pers., which in this instance differed so greatly from

E. pitlchella that they appear to deserve specific rank,

although some authors consider them a sub-species

of E. centaiifhwt

.

Another interesting species, that over a considerable

area whitened the herbage with their cottony erect

stems was Gnaphaliiun hiteoalbiim L. The flower

neads are few and compacted at the top of the stem,

and they are very glistening, especially in direct sun-

'ighi. The unusually simple habit of the plants

mder consideration induced me to forward speci-

nary pm.

and rosy

mens to the British Museum, and in acknowledging:

their receipt ' Mr. Britten remarked that this

peculiarity distinguished them from any of their

large series. The species is very limited in;

its distribution over England, having at present

only been observed in Norfolk, Suffolk, and Sussex.

Would not Lincolnshire botanists be well advised to

search for it on the western shores of the Wash ?

A diminutive Euphrasia was also present in.

abundance, but which of the recognised forms of this

protean species it was, would require a specialist in'

this group to determine.

Of the genus Statice, which are truly littoral

plants, two species were present, these being S.'.

aui-icu/aefo/ia ^'ahl. (S. spathtilata Hook) in great!

abundance, and 5. bellidifolia Gouan (S. caspia

Wind.) in small quantities. The latter is anocher;

instance of a plant of very limited distribution,:

Norfolk, Suffolkand Cambridge, being the only counties-

given for it in Hooker's " Student's Flora," although;

Watson queries it for Lincoln South, and records it

for Lincoln North,' on the authority of '.'Bank's

Herb." A recent record "for Lincoln South is a
desideratum.

Close by, or in a small brackish pool, between
these two sandy plateaux, Glatix maritinta L.

,

Scirpus lamst!-is 'L,.,Junc2is compressiis]z.!:(^., and the

comparatively rare grass Polypogon monspeliensis

Desf., grew in small quantities. On the seaward

side of the sand dunes and also on the shore above
high water mark, there were noticed sea holly,

Arenaria peploides L. , Lactuca virosa L. , Con-
volvulus soldanella L. , Inttla conyza D.C. (plough-

man's spikenard), Filago minima Fr., Salsola kaWL.

,

Triticiim junceuvi L. , T. pungens R. and S. , and
Psam IIIa arenaria R. and S. Another grass similar to-

the last-mentioned is worthy of special remark. This is

Elyiiius arenarius L. A very large proportion of the

fruiting stems of this species had been destroyed by
smut. Probably not more than five per cent, had
escaped the attacks of this micro-fungus. This grass

is very useful in binding the loose sands of sea shores.

It throws up many barren shoots, which are clothed

with broad, glaucous green leaves. The peculiarity

that most arrested my attention, was, that these

barren stems were jointless and solid, at least so far
.

as those portions above ground were concerned
This is unusual, I think, amongst grasses, the leading

character of which is, that they have hollow jointed

stems. In Elymus this is so with the fruiting stems,

but is not so with the barren. The sheaths of the

Leaves in both cases are split, which at once

distinguishes it from the sedges. It is one of

those plants showing the connecting links between

allied genera.

The mud-flats to the east of Wells yielded the
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species usually found in such silualions on the c^ast

coast. The most conspicuous and also the most

lieautiful was the common sea lavender (Stalitc

liiiwnium L. ) .Many acres of ground were linle<I

with its blue-purple corollas. It was stated to

the writer that artists freijuently endeavour to

reproduce on canvas the colour eft'ects exhibited

by these flowers. Associateil with them were

the more sober tinted plants of the goose-

foot tribe. Amongst these may be specified

AtripU.x lilloralis L., A. porlulacoides L., the

marsh samphires Salicornia herhacea L. , also S.

nitiiians Sm., and Siiaeda marilima Dumorlt. Our
visit was just at the time when it is customary to

gather marsh samphire, or"sampher" of the natives,

lor culinary purposes. It was noticed that they were

careful in their selection of the plants for this purpose.

So far as one could see -V. radUans wxi avoided, and it

was locally called "sheep's sampher." To search

these mud flats effectually, it is expedient to adopt

the local method of traversing them, that is with

bare feet. Attending this method is the great

advantage of having dry foot-gear to don when leaving

the marshes, the benefit of which is obvious.

( >n the waste ground to the east of the head of

Wells Harbour, the most conspicuous plants were :

Beta maritifita L. , tlic very local Siiaeda friilicosa

I'orsk., and the curious grass Lepliinuftliformis Trin.

The last mentioned Ls so inconspicuous that the sjKit

was passed over severa 1 times before it was observed.

The salt water ditches near were crowded with

Sdrpiis marilimtis L. In the fresh-water dykes

between llolkham aiid Wells there were noticed the

usual plants of such situations. One need only men-

tion IKUamogclon polys;oiiifoliiis Pourr. , Elodia

canadensis .Mich.x. , A'loncw hydrolapalhiitn Iluds.,

Sparganiiiin ramosum Iluds., and S. simplex Muds.

Near Warham, about two miles east from \\ 1

1

and not far from the excellently preser\-ed Danish

C.imp, there flourished in a broad ditch the white

water lily, and homwort in fine fruit. Near the

eastern end of the Wells golf links, the curio

umbellifer, Bupleurtim tenuissimuin L. , occurs

small ((uantity by a little pool. Both this and its near

ally B. rotiindifolinm L. have the perplexing habit of

simulating £K//iwi/a in their inflorescence. Probably

surt'icient has been written in the foregoing brief

account to show that the neighbourhood of Wells-

nexl-the-Sea will well repay the efforts of an

enthusiastic plant lover.

41}, Kol/tesay Rood, Luton.

RAUIOGR.MMl.V

By James Quick.

{Continued/rotn page 136.)

A A 'E must now discuss more in detail the working
'' parts of an X-Ray outfit. The four chief items

comprising this are, (a) the induction coil, (/') the

battery, (r) the X-Ray tube, and (rf) the fluorescent

screen. The size

of an outfit is gen-

erally associated

with the length of

spark given by the

induction coil. A
12 -inch set, for

instance, includes

a coil giving a 12-

inch spark, and so

forth. Fig. 4 de-

picts a 4-inch set

and shows the

connections of the

battery with the

terminals of the

primary coil of

the induction coil, also those of the X-Ray tube with

the secondary coil. The tube is shown arranged in

a clip, for taking a radiograph of the object on the

table.

This is a small set, and now very seldom used in

hospital practice. The usual size for that purpose

being a 10 to 16-inch. Coil^ giving "P 'o 24-inch

spark length, are sometimes used for special work.

Fig. 4.—.\PPARATL S ARRANGED FOR TAKING A RapIOGRAPH

Taking now each item separately and beginning

with the induction coil, it will, perhaps, be useful

to say a few words first upon its working principles and

its construction. Suppose two coils,A and B, such as

are shown in fig. 5,

are taken, and the

terminals ofB con -

nected to a gal-

vanometer ; if a

current of elec-

tricity is sent

through A, a mo-

mentary current

will be induced

in B, which will

deflect the needle

of the galvano-

meter. A is called

the primary and B
the secondary coil.

Should thecurrent

in A be now stopped, a current will again be

induced in -B, but in the opposite direction, and

the deflection of the needle will be the reverse

of that in the first instance. If the circuit of

A is made and broken quickly, there will

be corresponding alternating currents momentarily

induced in B, the smaller the time taken to actually

make and break the circuit, the higher will be the
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electromotive force produced. This is the principle

upon which the induction coil works.

Fig. -Pair of Demonstration Induction Coils.

Fig. 5 shows diagrammatically the construction

and connections of a coil, which will perhaps render

the following description clearer. Over a long

bundle of soft iron wires T, T, is wound a helix of

thick copper wire P, P, double cotton covered, form-

ing the primary coil. Over this coil, but thoroughly

nsulated from it by a thick ebonite tube, is wound

up in a number of narrow sections—about three-six-

teenths of an inch wide. Each is in a very thin

ebonite cell, and these are threaded on the ebonite

tube surrounding the primary. One end of each sec-

tion is connected to the next, and so on to the outside

sections when the final ends are taken out to the

dischargers t, t—two insulated metal rods. Between

these the secondary discharge takes place. In winding

the sections the wire is constantly fed through a bath

of melted paraffin wax.

The electromotive force of the induced secondary

current increases, to a certain limit, with the number

of turns upon che secondary coil, and as these are

enormous it is possible to transform a low potential

current flowing through the primary, to a very high

potential at the secondary terminals. Now, as we

have just seen, an induced electromotive force also

depends upon tlie rapidity «ith which the current in

the primary circuit is made and broken, and in an in-

duction coil this is provided for bymeansof the contact-

-J^
h L.

u

Fig. 6.

—

Diagram showing Construction of Small Induction Coil and Connections, (i.)

the secondary"coil S, S, consisting of many miles of

thin copper wire, single silk covered. No. 12 gauge

wire is generally used for the former, No. 35 or 36

for the latter. The battery current enters at Tj, passes

across B and H, flows through P, P, and returns to

the battery via T„. Immediately this takes place

T,T, becomes strongly magnetised, H is attracted to

T, and breaks contact at B. T,T, then, if of good

soft iron is instantly demagnetised, H flies back and

remakes contact—and so on.

t depends upon the length of spark the coil is to

give, how the secondary is wound. Up to two or

three inch spark length, it may take the form of one

continuous coil from end to end, or perhaps in two

sections. There is no gain in having more. The

secondary of the coil in fig. 4 is wound in two sec-

tions, as is seen by the central partition. As the size

of the coil increases and the electromotive force

becomes higher, great care must be observed to pre-

vent sparking inside ; the secondary is therefore built

(I.) The writer is indebted to the kindness of

Messrs. Macmillan and Co. for the loan of fig. 6.

It is taken from Wright's " Induction Coils.''

breaker B, H, which has recently taken various

improved forms, as will be later described.

It is an essential point, then, for most X-Ray pur-

poses that the time of break should be as short as

possible, and anything that will conduce to this end

will increase the efiTiciency of the coil. It is for thi.s

purpose that a condenser Cj C„, is connected between

the ends of the contact-breaker, for since the spark,

which is produced upon breaking such an inductive

circuit as we are considering, would reduce the

electromotive force of the secondary, owing to its

prolonging the time of break, the condenser is

inserted so that the energy of the spark is used up in

charging it.

The most important points, therefore, to be con-

sidered for a good coil are : (I ) an efficient contact-

break, (2) thorough insulation of the secondar}' from

the primary coil and also of any section from another,

(3) a condenser of the right capacity. There is,

apparently, no simple law for determining beforehand

the best capacity a condenser should have for any one

particular coil. Two coils of the same size, wound in

the same manner, and with the same size and amount
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.\ large collection of

—

Paris Basin Fossils and Miocene.
Three Cabinets of

—

Corals and Fossils, from every Formation.

A complete collection of the following Shells—
Unionidae,
European Helicidae,

Do. Paiudinidae,
Do. Melanidae.

Also a collection of

—

Tropical Land Shells, and ot

Mediterranean Biarine Shells.

A fine collection of Polished Foreign Woods,
Dctaih-d par/iiiilars on Application.

MINERALS, ORES, ROCKS,
FOSSILS, &c,

EXTENDED COLLECTION OF LARGER SPECIMENS,
Set CC. 101—Cabinet, l7^in. by ro^in. by sin. of 50 £ s. d.

characteristic specimens of^ Minerals.
Rocks and Fossils, with names and
localities 10 6

Set CC. 103—Cabinet. i7^in. byioiin. by 4in. with 2

lifting: trays, containing" 100 specimens of
Earthy and Metallic Minerals, Ig-neous
and Sedimentary Rocks and British

Fossils, each one named and located I I

Set CC. 105—Large Cabinet, ly^in. by io?.in. by 6:iin..

with 4 lifting- trays, containing; 200 i^in.

specimens oi Metallic Ores, Earthy
Minerals, Sedimentary Limestones,
Sandstones, Marls, Shales and Meta-
morphicOuartzite, Granite, Mica, Schist,

Gneiss, incite, &c., the Ig-neous La\'as,

Tufts, Basalt, Dolomite. Trachite, Obsi-
dian, Pumice, &c.. with a representative
series of Fossils from the Tertiary,

Cretaceous, Oolitic. Liassic, Carboni-
ferous, Devonian and Silurian Strata.

Each named and localized .

.

Set CC. 107—300 Valuable specimens in cabinet, i6in,

by i5in., with 6 drawers ..

Set CC. 109—500 Rarer and larger specimens in

mahogany cabinet, -^oin. by zoin. with 9
drawers.' .. * 10 10

Ii^~ See Editorial Notice, Januai-y No. <?/ " Science-Gossip,"
(/;/(/ write for /till Catalogue postfree.

COX & CO,, 99 & 101JEW OXFORD ST., LONDON
{And throvgli all I£diuafio}ial Hojises.)

MICROSCOPICAL
For the benefu ot ama/oin-; «ho find difticulty in obtain-

ing good objects at a moderate rate, I offer first-class

slides, including insects, rare crystals, foraminifera

&c., at cost price (3d. each). Material, lists, and

information free. Dealers not supplied.

Frank P. Smith, 15, Cloudesley Place, IsliDgtou, London, N.

2 2
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••f wire, may not give exactly similar results with con-

densers of equal capacities inserted. Manufacturers

when testing a coil Iniild u|> ihe capacity of the con-

denser 111 the best value for that one coil.

Suflicicnt has been said to show the importance of

having a. thoroughly constructed coil, for the strain

pul upon the insulation is very great at limes, and

once ihe secondary is hmUen down, the coil is almost

useless. Even the ([ualily of the wax used in the

i6>^

process of construction is an important matter. Some
little lime ago, the writer ha<I to insiilule a whole

series of experiments to discover why some coils re-

fused to give their calculated spark lengths. It wa.s

(|uite two months Ijefore the cause was I raced to some
slightly inferior and soft paraffin wax having l>ecrt

used ill ihe winding.

(To be continued.)

BUTTERFLIICS OF THE PALAKARCTIC REGION.

Bv Uknry Chakles Lang, M.D., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P. Lo.nd.

{Continued from page 147.^

Geni's 5. IIYI'ERMNliS'JKA Men.

hmcne Nick.

\ X 'INCiS not eniarginale, somewhat rounded, of a

' ' pale yellow colour somewhat like that of

'I'ltais eerisyi i . rallern uf wings rather like that

of J'aniassiiis, with black and red spots. Sub-costal

nervure of f.w. four-branched. I'alpi and antennae

as in /'aniassiiis. No abdominal pouch in 9 •

I. H. helios NJLk.

4S -52 nun.

Wings in 6 pale creamy yellow. F.w. with two

black coslal spots and external to these one large and

ivio small red spots, placed one above the other,

surrounded by a black edge and coalescent, apex

Hypenitnrstrti /tciios ^ and y .

blackish with white spots, reminding one of

Anihochans. H.w. with a very small cenlral and

costal red spot, two faint bands of greenish grey in

the central and sub-marginal areas, base and ou.

tnarg. narrowly black. ? larger and more strongly

marked ; ground colour, generallv deeper than in i .

F.w. with a distinct black spot near centre of inner

marg. L'.s. f.w. as above but lighter, h.w. marbled

wilh light green and white.

IIab., the Steppe lands of Turkestan, N. Persia,

Sea of Aral, Tekke. IV., V.

Larva. "Thick, very like that of P. machaon,

light green." R. and II. On Zygophylluiii turcomani-

euiii. I\'. e. Pupa is said to be buried in the ground.

a. var. maxima Stgr. 56 mm. A larger and more
brightly marked form. IIab., Turkestan.

/'. ab. oehraceomaculata Grum. An aberration

with yellowish spots in place of red. Hah., Steppes

in the neighbourhood of Bokhara. IV.

Genus 6. DOKITIS, O.

Antennae rather short with a recurved club. I'alpi

short and hairy. F.w. with sub-costal nervure

Doritis apoltinns var. bellutgns.

5 -branched. Female without abdominal pouch.

Wings not white, but f.w. semi-transparent. This

remarkable and beautiful genus contains but one

species, it is quite distinct from Paniassius and is

limited to Asia Minor and Syria. Possibly it may be

found in European Turkey and the Greek Islands.

It is figured by Hoffmann as European.

I. D. apollinus Herbst. Lg. B.E., p., 14, pi.

III., fig. 6.

50— 62 mm.
Wings with margins entire. F.w. grey or yellowish

grey, semi-transparent, marked with fine black lines,

two large black spots at costa, and a third near apex,

internal to the last a triple red spot as in H. Iielios
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but fainter, a sub-marginal row of black spots. H.w.

pale yellow, more opaque, ou. marg. grey, semi-trans-

parent, internal to this a row of black spots with blue

centres and surmounted by red lunules ; base black.

9 somewhat larger than i , and with a red spot

towards in. marg. of f. w.

> Hab., Asia Minor, Syria, Mesopotamia, Taurus.

? The Greek Islands. Turkey. II.—IV.

Larva, " Black with two rows of red spots on

each side, between which on the middle segment are a

row of six red spots. Cylindrical, clothed with short

hairs." Kindermann. On Aristolochia hasiata. IV.

Pupa under moss and stones.

a. var. apollinaris Stgr. in litt. A small pale form

-with smaller spots on h.w. Hab., Armenia, Asia

Minor ; in elevated positions.

b. var. bellargus Stgr. in litt. A darker form with

broad band on hind wings, the red and black spots

being very large with blue centres. Hab., Antioch.

c. var. mardina Stgr. A small form. S paler and

less strongly marked than type. 9 with bases of h.w.

reddish. Hab., Mesopotamia.

a. ab. rubra Stgr. 9 with h.w. strongly marked

with red, especially at base. Hab., Aintab.

e. var. hystallina Schilde. Wings unicolorous

grey, h.w. with a red spot powdered with yellow

at int. ang. Hab., Asia Minor.

Genus 7. PARNASSIUS Lat.

The sub-costal nervure is four branched. Antennae

short with an ovoid or elongated club not

curved. Wings with ou.marg. entire, rounded ; h.w.

concave at in. marg, usually the f. w. are subdiaphanous

toward the apices and along ou. mar. Body and

bases of wings hairy.

Female with an abdominal pouch.

Larva cylindrical, smooth or slightly pubescent

with Y-shaped post-cephalic tentacles. They feed on

Saxifragaceae and Crassulaceae.

Pupa, spun up in a rudimentary cocoon.

The butterflies of this genus are generally of

moderate size, but sometimes large—33 mm. (/".

simonius)—95 mm. {P. hesebolus). The Palaearctic

species have the wings white, with black spots, which

have the following general arrangement :—The f.w.

have always at least two sub-costal spots placed in the

discoidal cell, very often there are one or two external

to these, and one near the centre of in. marg. The

inner marginal and external sub-costal spots are

frequently marked with red, very conspicuously so in

some species, as in P. insignis, P. apollonius, etc.

The h.w. have the bases black, and always have two

conspicuous marks, one on the costa and one near the

<;entre, between the disc, cell and ou. marg. These

last markings generally consist of black rings enclosing

.a brilliant red spot, which often has a white centre.

In some cases there is a sub-marginal band of black

spots with blue centres, something like those seen in

Doritis apollinus.

Only two Palaearctic species present exceptions to

. the general rule of pattern and coloration. The first

is Parnassiii'; eveninanni, in which the male has the

ground colour of the wings bright yellow. The
second is P. stiibbenaorfii, in which the spots are

absent from the wings entirely, producing a striking

superficial resemblance to the black-veined white

butterfly {Aporia craiaegi), one of the Pieridae.

The genus Pamassms is exceedingly interesting as

an object of study ; not only on account of the great

beauty of the design and coloration, but from its

affinity to the neighbouring genera, from which,

however, it is very evidently separated. There is a

great unity of type throughout the species, but the

genus is divisible into several distinct groups, as will

appear below. P. apollo is undoubtedly the type of

the genus, being described by Linnaeus in 1758.

This is one of the three European species, well

known to every collector in Continental Alpine dis-

tricts. The majority of species, however, occur in

the high mountains, and on the steppes of Central

Asia. New species are being almost annually dis-

covered, as a consequence of increasing explorations

in the regions of their habitat. Only those species

will be described here that belong to the Palaearctic

Region, but there are a few more which inhabit the

adjoining Indo-Australian Region, and some occur in

the Rocky Mountains, and elsewhere in North America.

The genus Parnassius has until comparatively

recent years been but little known or understood.

During the eighteenth century but three species were

known. Linnaeus (Syst:. Nat. X.) 1758, described

two, P. apollo and P. mnemosyne. In 1790 Esper

differentiated P. deliiis from P. apollo, with which,

no doubt, it had previously been included. These,

the three European species, were all that were known
up to 1823, probably owing to the disturbed condition

of Europe, and the difficulties of travel. In the first

half of the nineteenth century many additions were

made from 1823 to 1851. Eversmann, Menetries and

Nordmann added to the list several Siberian and

Central Asian species ; P. nomion, P. corybas, P.

apollonius, P. actius, P. delphius, P. tenediiis, P.

clariiis and P. sttibbendorfii.

In 1855 M^n^tries proposed an arrangement of the

genus into sections, the basis of classification being the

arrangement of the red markings.

1st Division. With red basal spots on the under-

side of hind wings ; apollo, v. hesebolus, apollonius,

nomion, phoebus Prun. {delius Esp. ), sedakovii, inter-

medins, clodius, eversiiianiii, wosnesenskii. Actius

and delphius Ev. 1846, are not included in this list.

2nd Division. No red basal spots on underside of

hind wings. Clarius and no7-dmanni.

3rd Division. No red spots on any of the wings.

Mnemosyne, stubbendorfti.

This arrangement, which was founded merely on

iTiarkings and coloration, was, in spite of its bringing

together in the first group forms widely separated,

sufficient for the needs of the time. Several other

species were afterwards described by Menetries and

Bremer, and by the time Dr. Staudinger published

the second edition of his catalogue in 1S71, fourteen

Palaearctic species were enumerated, exclusive of
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variflifS and alicrralions, mihIlt wliicli head many nf

thiisc fDrnicrly ccmsidtrccl species were classed.

The first really important elTorl to elucidate the

t;cnus was made liy Mr. II. J. KIwes in the Pro-

ceedings of the Zoological Society, iSS6, pp. 6— 53.

In this monograph the writer liases his arrangement

upon ft lietter character than that used previously hy

Menetries, namely, upon the abdominal pouch in the

females. This though admittedly a physiological

rather than a strictly anatomical character, seems to

he a perfectly sound one upon which to group the

genus. The horny pouch in the female is demon-
strated from practical observations to be found only

i.a

3.(x
3.1

3. (Irouj) Cakinati. Horny pouch Literally

depressed, furnishe<l at its anterior pail with a

strongly marked ridge and at its posterior part, with

prominent horizontal lamina pointed or rounded.

.\ntennae sometimes ringed with white. 1 1 species,

/'. afolto, /'. nomion, P. adius, /'. romaiicwi,

J', rhotliiii, P. insii;ms, /'. disiolialiis, /'. deliiis,

/'. Iioiiraltii, /'. hreimri, P. apolloniiis.

(iroup4. I.IMHATI.— I'ouch very large, rounded,

without ridge, but overlapped above by a bilobale

process. Antennae Ijlack. i species— /'. Icnediiis.

Group 5. Vk.ntkicosi Aust.— I'ouch white, very

larije, without any ridge or appendages. Antennae

I.

II.

HI.

ABnOlMINAL PofCHE.S OF FeMALE PARNASSIL'S.

Carinati. Figs, irt-ii, a/€'//<' : Figs. 2(1-2^, f/wc-o/'«/«s. IV. CoRNUTI. Figs. S(l-ii&, cAarUen/us,
Valvati. Figs. 3n-3A. sniionitis. V. ScAPl*L/\TI. Figs. 6a-6ff, szic/icnyi.

Cl.NCTl. Figs. ^a-^b. delphlits. V'l. ListBATl. Figs. 'ja--jb. tcncdius.

VII. \'enticosi. Figs. S«-S4, stubbciidor/ii.

in the impregnated female, and to be formed of

secretion by the male. Yet, it possesses several

widely diversified, but constant formations.

Upon the formation of the abdominal pouch a

classification is based by Austaut in his valuable

and painstaking work " Les I'arnassiens de la Kaune

l'alearctic|ue" Leipzic, 1SS9.

The following is his ijystem of grouping :

—

1. Group CoRNUTi. Pouch rolled upon itself,

without keel or appendix; but on the contrary

with' a large though not deep, central furrow.

Antennae black. One species, P. chaillonius.

2. Group CiN'CTl. Horny pouch disposed in a

ring completely enveloping the abdomen and pro-

longed beneath into a bifid lobe. Antennae black.

5 species, P. itamangaiitis, P. dclphiiis, P. traiisiciis,

P. s/aiidingiii, P. cardinal.

black. 6 species, /'. cversmaniti, P.fdderi, P. clariiis,

P. iiordmaiDii, P. iiinemosyne, P. slubbendorjii.

Group 6. \'ai,\ati Aust. Pamass. p. 187.—I'ouch

very small and incompletely developed. This section is

formed for P. simo and the var. siinoiiiiis.

Group 7. ScArui.ATi Aust.— Pouch white, very

large, but flattened laterally, and enveloping more
completely the extremity of the abdomen. Clubs of

antennae elongated. This name is applied by
-Vustaul to two recently discovered species /'. Orleans,

Oberth, and P. szcclienyi Yxw. in " La Naturaliste."

I make use of Austaut's method of grouping,

but in following order :— i carinati, 2. valvati,

3. CINCTI, 4. CORNUTI, 5. SCAfULATI, 6, LIMUATI,

7. VENTRICOSI.

( To be (ontinticd.

)
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ON COLOURING OF BIRDS' liGGS.

By Reginald J- Hughes.

'T~ HE cause of the various colours of birds' eggs has

not yet been satisfactorily explained ; in fact,

the only attempt to do so, deserving serious notice, is

that which considers their tints due to protective

colouration. This idea, however, hardly bears

examination. What is there protective, for instance,

in the colouring of the bright blue eggs of the hedge

sparrow or the thrush ? Even the white eggs spotted

with red, of which there are so many, such as those

of the roljin, can scarcely be said to be difficult to see

in the nest. Again, the eggs of sea-birds do not

always harmonise with the colour of the cliff where

they are placed. It is, indeed, much more important

that the colour of the hen bird should be protective

than that of the eggs which she usually covers during

incubation. A good example of protective colouring

of the bird is seen in the case of one of the few British

birds with green plumage, viz., the golden-crested

wren. This bird usually lives in Scotch fir and spruce

fir trees, where, as the leaves do not fall off in winter,

a green colouring is more useful than the brown of

most English birds that live in deciduous trees. Yet,

its eggs are not at all inconspicuous, being white,

spotted red. Of course I do not deny that there are

some cases of protective colouring: for instance, the

cuckoo, and some birds that lay ground-coloured eggs

in an open nest on the ground.

In the present article I intend to consider the

colouring on birds' eggs as a convenient way of

getting rid of some superfluous elements in their

blood, and I think I shall be able to show a connec-

tion between the colours of birds and their food taken

during winter and early spring. We will generally

take British birds as examples, because I, and pro-

bably most of your readers, have a better practical

acquaintance with them, than with those birds not

occurring as breeders in these islands.

I shall, for my purpose, divide our birds into five

classes, according to their food, viz. :

—

1. Birds whose food largely consists of insects that

feed on vegetable matter.

2. Those birds feeding chiefly on fruit, berries and

seeds.

3. Sea-birds subsisting on fishes and other marine

animals.

4. Birds living on miscellaneous food, such as

freshwater fish, carrion and offal, amphibians, etc.

5. Birds of prey.

I propose to show that each of the above classes

produces eggs of a characteristic colour. As examples

of the first class, I will enumerate the robin, black-

cap, golden-crested wren, willow wren, grasshopper

warbler, common wren, tree-creeper, the familiar

I'aridae, Motacillidae, and Anthidae. It will be

ound that the eggs of all these have a white, or in

some cases reddish, ground colour, spotted or

blotched with red or brown. Now I am of the:

opinion that carbonate of iron is the principal cause

of this red-brown colour. This forms the pigment in

the feathers and on the eggs of the buff breeds of"

domestic poultry, which lay brown eggs. The
administration of small doses of carl^onate of iron has-

been found to darken both eggs and plumage of fowls.

In order to test the truth of this suggestion, I

extracted the pigment from some eggs of this class by

rubbing them in warm water with a piece of white

satin. This is the best material for the purpose,,

because it is the easiest substance from which to

squeeze the colour. On evaporating the water I

obtained a small quantity of colouring matter,

tolerably free from the lime of the shell. When dried

and heated, it burnt with the usual flame of carbon,,

although it often disappeared without any flame. The
residue seemed to be composed of lime, soot, and.

sonie small reddish specks that were attracted by a

magnet. I have never found this colouring matter to

be capable of attraction before being burnt. Now
this is exactly how desiccated carbonate of iron acts-

when burnt. Before combustion it cannot be affected

by a magnet, but afterwards is easily attracted.

Vegetable^feeding insects are obviously a likely

source from w hence birds might derive carbon.

My Class 2, birds feeding largely on seeds and

berries during winter, contains the song thrush, field-

fare, blackbird, linnet, brarabling, hawfinch, green-

finch, bullfinch, and many others that have the

ground colour of the eggs varying from green to blue,

generally blue-green. I consider the pigment to be-

probably some kind of hydro-carbon. The fact that

these eggs lose their colour if left long in a strong;

light, and also if heated, agrees with this conclusion.

The colour is verv much akin to that which causes

the green colour of caterpillars, and the necessary

elements are the most common constituents of fruit

and seeds. The colour is very difficult to extract

from eggs of this class, the shell invariably breaking,

during the process. It may be argued that fruit is as.

likely a source of carbonate of iron as insects. To
this I agree, and that is the reason why most of the

eggs of birds in this class are spotted red or brown.

It cannot at present be explained why some should'

be spotted and others not, such as the eggs of the

hedge sparrow, which are spotless. Possibly the

colouring matter is sometimes all taken up by the

plumage, where it is more useful for protective pur-

poses, when used in that manner. Some of the sea-

birds are good examples of this point, as will be seen

later. It might be thought domestic fowls' eggs,

belong to this class, as fowls feed largely on seeds, but

probably the green colour is used up by the feathers.

Many birds with the bluest eggs eat a considerable

number of worms, snails and slugs, which food may
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also have something tn <lo with tht- colcmr. It may

be notid that the sloncchal and whinchat, which feud

chiefly 1 in worms, have bhiish green c-i;gs. It seems

that vegetable matter and worms supply more carbon

and hydrogen than insects, and the latter more iron.

There arc many birds that eat largely of insects,

seeds, and worms, whose eggs are midway in colour

between those of classes I and 2, the eggs being

iisunlly light green or blue, and spotted, the family

Alaudidae being a good example.

We now come to Class 3, the sea-birds, and these

may be divided into three sections, according to the

colour of their eggs : (<!) those which lay buff or

stone-coloured eggs, with often darker blotches ; (/<)

those with white eggs ; and (c) with greenish eggs,

often with dark markings.

In the first section (a) are the gulls, most terns,

divers, the turnstone, oyster catchers, and m.iny others.

This colour of the eggs is probably due to a deposit of

chloride of iron. The chlorine is cert.iinly a very

likely waste product from a diet of fish. Why some

sea-birds should lay buff or stone-coloured, and others

white eggs, is rather a difficult question to answer.

It may be noted, however, that most of those species

which lay white eggs have dark plumage, such as the

petrels and shearwaters. These being nocturnal, or,

at least crepuscular in habits, the dark pigment is

more useful in the plumage to render its wearers

inconspicuous, than it would he on the eggs.

The green colour of some .sea-birds" eggs (/>) is very

<lifferent to that of Class 2. I have never known it

to fade in the light, and it takes much more heat to

destroy. It certainly contains .sulphur, a kind of

sulphide of iron, allied to "green vitriol." It will

be found that if a thick .shelled egg, which will not

easily crack, such a> a guillemot's, is heated by a

spirit lamp or candle flame, it gives out an unmis-

takable smell of sulphur, quite different to the smell

of the other classes of eggs when similarly treated.

The eggs (i) of the slone petrel, Wilscm's petrel,

forked-tailed petrel and fulmar, form a very interest-

ing exception to the general colouration of ,sea birds'

eggs, as they are white spotted with red. It will be

found that these birds are very fond of eating any fatty

matter they find floating on the water. I believe this

to be another case of carbonate of iron, the carbon

being derived from the fat. The three petrels are also

nocturnal dark-coloured birds, which accounts for the

white ground colour of the eggs.

The 4th class is a miscellaneous group of birds

feeding on various substances containing little of the

elements that go to form the pigments of eggs, such

as fish and other animals inhabiting fresh water ; so

their eggs are naturally white. Among these are the

dipper, kingfi.sher, little bittern, little grebe, red-

necked grebe, and the families Strigidae, \ulturidae,

.etc. The Egyptian vulture is about the only one of

its family whose eggs are always marked with reddish

spots, but it feeds largely on vegetable refuse.

The 5th class, the family Falconidae, forms really

an exception to the last one, as its members feed on

other birds and small mammals. Vet, most of their

egg'i are spotted or stained red, a pigment very

difficult to rub off, and (|uite different to that of

the first class. I believe the red colour to be simply

an oxide of iron, very likely the result of their diet.

In conclusion, it will be seen that I have considered

most of the colours of eggs to be caused by the

union of the iron in the birds' blood, with extraneous

matters also present. They may all be said to be

derived from impure hacmeoglobin. I will here

draw attention to the fact that though the eggs of

allied genera are usually similarly coloured, yet

this is generally because such allied birds have

similar foods, such as the tits and finches.

Where there is a difference of food, even in

closely-connected species, the colouring of the eggs

is different. For instance, among the Turdinae, those

birds which eat chiefly seed, fruit, worms and snails,

such as the blackbird and stonechat, have blue eggs,

while tho-se that feed chiefly on insects have white eggs,

spotted red, such as the robin. The terns are a very

striking example of this theory ; they can be divided

into two classes, those feeding on land insects, fresh-

water fish, vegetable matter, worms, or amphibians,

and those which eat marine fish. In the first cl.ass

are the black tern, white-winged black tern,

whiskered tern and gull-billed tern. In the second

are the Caspian tern, Sandwich tern, roseate tern,

common tern, little tern, sooty tern, and noddy tern.

It will be found that the eggs of all in the first-cla.ss

are greenish ntarked with brown, and in the second

section, stone coloured or buff.

I think the subject of this article forms a good field

for future research. I have merely tried to pi>int

the way.

Norman Court, Soiil/isca,

Septciiil'cr $otk, iSgg.

Gresham Coli,i-;ge Lecturks.—On November
14th, 15th, l6th and 17th, the Rev. Professor

Edmund Ledger, M.A., F.K.A.S., is intending to

continue his course of lectures on sidereal astronomy.
The lectures are delivered at the college in Hasing-
hall Street, from 6 to 7 p.m., are illustrated with the
limelight, and are free.

Nkwmann's runi.icATlONs. We have received

a parcel of the publications issued by Me.ssrs.

Newmann and Co., of 84, Newman Street. London,
W. Among them are new editions with coloured

plates of Slack's " M,-irvels of Pond Life,'' " Beautiful

Butterflies," by M. G. Adams, the Rev. W.
Ilaughton's "Sketches of British Insects" and the

same author's "Country Walks of a Naturalist with

his Children." The last three of these books will be

attractive to young people, on accoiuu of the

brilliancy of their coloured plates, and will be useful

in forming a taste for nature's beauties. W'ith regard

to the work on Pond Life, there is no better published,

and for years past it has been the joy of young
microscopists. Newmann's " Hygiene for the School

and Home," by II. Major, B.Sc, is a valuable

elementar)' work for te.achers in instnicting the young
upon the fundamental structure of the body, the

treatment of accidental injuries, and other useful

knowledge so necessary for the maintenance of a

thoroughly healthy constitution. " Hand and Eye "

is the firm's monthly magazine on kindergarten work.
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ARMATURE OF HELICOID LANDSHELLS.

By G. K. GuDE, F.Z.S.

{(Concludedfront page 149.)

T^yiTH regard to the geographical distribution, as

far as our present knowledge enables us to

udge, the genus is confined to Sikkim, Assam, Further

India and China, extending south to Tenasserim,

north as far as Central China, west to Sikkim, and
east to Tonkin, with two outlying groups : one in the

southern extremity of the Indian Peninsula and Ceylon,

the other in the Philippine Islands.

On looking at the accompanying niap, where I have

ndicated all the known species at their respective

believe, who has traversed this region, informs me he

collected forms of Phctopylis there, but I have not

yet been able to inspect them. Crossing the Hima-
layan Range we find one species in Eastern Tibet,

P. alphonsi, while China, including Hongkong, has

no less than seventeen species. A wide gap

separates the Sikkim forms from the South Indian

and the Cingalese species, a fact which will be less

surprising, if, as I suspect, the latter prove to belong
to a distinct genus. In all probability further

Map, showing Distribution of Genus Plectopylis.

habitats, some curious and striking facts in the distri-

bution of the genus Plectopylis become apparent. It

.will be seen that the centre of distribution appears to

be Lower Burma, especially Pegu and Tenasserim
;

while no species occur to the south-east, the whole
of Siam and Cochin China being blanks. Going east

the Burmese Shan States and Laos each possess one
species, P. shanensis and P. laomontana respectively,

while Tonkin has eight. Upper Burma contributes

one species from the Bhamo district, P. audersoni,

one from Munipur, P. mtinipurensis, and
three species in the south, i.e., P. perarcta,

P. ponsonliyi, and /-'. woodthorpei. Assam has

fourteen species. Going west we find another blank
till we reach Sikkim, the western limit of the genus,

where there are five species. The intervening

country, Bhutan, has scarcely been explored, but

Lieut. -Col. Godwin-Austen, the only naturalist, I

exploration will bring to light many additional

species, and possibly both Siam and Cochin China

will, when they are searched diligently, be found to-

possess some interesting forms of the genus.

On page 149 I stated that no fossil forms of Plecto-

pylis are known. I omitted to mention, however,,

that Dr. Stoliczka described three species of fossil

Helices, which he referred to the section Anchistoma,

=Gonostoma, stating that they had affinity with

Flectopylis and Gorilla. (Cretaceous Fauna of Southern

India, II., p. 9 el. set/.). Mr. Nevill, who examined

these fossil shells, on the other hand, was of opinion

that their appearance did not warrant this theory.

(Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beng. L., iSSi, p. 128).

I append a key to the species which I venture to

hope will prove serviceable ; and, for convenience of

reference, I have added an inde
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I. Section Kndotuvka.
\. Palatal foKts in one Hcricti.

A. .Shi-n 14-15 m.fn. horizontal fold hclow
parietal plate .

.

pinacis,

I1. Shell not cxccedin^f m.ni. horizontal

fold ahscnt . . .

.

. . s<nverbyi,

H. Palatal t'oUUin two series,

a. Parietal plate without denticles .. fultoni

b. Parietal plate with one dentiele pos-

teriorly . , . . .

.

. . macromphalus.
c. Parietal plate with Xwo denticles posteriorly.

a. Shell not exceeding 6 m.m.
• One upper and onv; basal palatal told,

t A short horizontal fold above
parietal plate I'landii.

tt horizontal fold none .

.

. . minor.

Only one basal palatal fold . . hanUyi.

J. shell S-10 ni.m.

• Parietal plate ^jlves off anteriorly a

horizontal f*ild from upper extremity ;

one short horizont.1l fold below . . plectostonia.

• • No horizontalfoldproccedingfrom

parietal plate; two short horizontal

folds below .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . affinis.

II. Scciion Chersakcia.

1. Dkxtrai..

A. Transverse pariet.1t plate simple.

a. Free horizontal parietal folds none.

a. Palatal folds j/.v.

•Connected by .1 transverse ridpc;

shell ay m.m. Oj?'*"'-

• Not connected ; shell 34-J6 m.m. . andersoni.

}. Palatal folds//rr; shell ir m.m. .. serica.

y. Palatal folds Jtrrw with two denticles iaotiiontana.

h. \ tree interrupted horizontal fold in

front of parietal plate; palatal folds si.i\

(our inner united by a vertical ridge,

scNcn denticles posteriorly .

.

austeni,

H. Transverse parietal plate g-iving^ off

anteriorly aro7x a shoH horizontal fold, with

a denticle below plate. Palatal folds six;

shell loi I m.m. .

.

muiu'purcnsis.

C. Transverse pjrietal plate (jiving off

anteriorily bciinv a lottg horizontal fold,

a. With a median horizontal fold cou-

tinuoiis to the peristome ; shell jo m.m. . . brachydiscus.

b. With a median horizontal fold /«-

/i-/j';-'//i'rf; shell 16 m.m dcxtrorsa.

2. Sinistral.

Parietal plate simple,

n. Horizontal fold below transverse

parietal plate, short.

a. No median fold muspratti.

jO. A long median fold present.

"^ A third short horizontal fold be-

tween upper and lower parietal folds,

t Palatal folds, all horizontal, shell

to m.m pcrarcta.

+t Palatal folds, one vertical, rest

horizontal ; shell 7.5 m.m. . - . . shiroicnsis.

•• No third fold present nagaatsis.

b. Horizontal fold below transverse parie-

tal plate long, joined to apcrtural ridge pcrrtcrac.

c. Three short horizontal folds in front

\:>i transverse parietal plate, none below it re/ugo.

B. Transverse parietal plate giving off

anteriorly below a short horizontal fold ; a

long median and a long lower fold present,

joined to apertural ridge.

a. P.ilatal folds : all horizontal .. .. shancnsis.

b. Palatal folds : one oblique, rest hori-

(X. Parietal plate rounded id outline . . Uiophis.

fj. Parietal plate footfu'dixx outline . . pscudophis,

C. Trannverse parietal plate giving off an-

teriority below a fthort horizontal fold, two
short free horizontal folds above the latter,

and a lonj; one below joining the apertural

ridge.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

. . brahmn,

III. Section Endoplon.
A. Shell flattened.

a. Armature imknown .. .. .. pklyarta.

b. Two vertical pariet.il plates .. brachypUcta,

c. One vertical parietal plate with two
denticles in front .. smithtana.

B. Shell with more or less conical spire.

.1. One transverse parietal plate.

it. One denticle in front of parietal plate.
* Parietal plate rounded in outline ;

shell not exceeding 26m.m. .. . scklumbcrgeri
** Parietal, plate toothed in outline ;

shell, 30 m.m. . . . . . j'oz'ia.

p. Two denticles in front of parietal

plate .

.

.

,

. . vilif'lnryi.

b. Two transverse parietal plates.

(X. One horizontal parietal fold.

• above anterior plate .. .. .. giardi.
•• below both plates congcsta

p. Two horizontal parietal folds, one
above, one below, the latter joined to

the two transverse plates .

.

. . /rancoisi,

IV. Section Pi.i-:cTOi'vi.is, s.s.

A. Two transverse parietal plates.

a. Parietal plates parallel ; upper hori-

zont.ll palatal fold bisected. Shell less

than 20 m.m.

a. Median parietal told truncate, not

joined to apertur.1l ridge .. .- .. ponsonbyi.

p. Median parietal fold not truncate,

joined to apertural rid^e tissochlatrtys.

b. Parietal plates divergent; upper hori-

zontal palatal fold not bisected. Shell

more th.in jo m.m. .

.

.

.

ittagiia.

c. .Vnterior parietal plate giving off a long

horizontal fold above, and

U. A short one below, half the length of

upper ; palatal folds in two series . . luoodtkorpd

p. Lower fold one-quarter of the length

of upper : palatal folds in one series . . leucochila.

B. Three transverse parietal plates.. .. fcddcni.

C. Parietal plate ramified.

a. Shell acutely keeled. Parietal fold tri-

furcate ; a short horizontal fold near

aperture O claspis.

b. Shell not keeled. Parietal fold tri-

furcate.

((. No horizontal fold below parietal

plate, a free interrupted horizontal fold

in front cairnsi.

p. Parietal fold giving off anteriorly an

interrupted horizontal fold ; a short

horizontal fold below plate .

.

. . lintcrac.

y. Parietal fold giving off anteriorly a

continuous fold

• Shell thin karawrum.
•• Shell thick.

+ L'ppcr arm of parietal fold

longest, lower horizontal fold united

to apertural ridge repcrcussa*

t+ Lower arm longest, lower hori-

zontal fold not united to apcrtural

ridge.

j Whorls much flattened, umbili-

cus very shallow anguiiur^

\\ Whorls less flattened, umbilicus

deeper . . .

.

achatina.
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V. Section Sinicola.
A. Armature unknown.

.

.. jiigatoriat

alphtyn^i.

vallata,
B. Two transverse parietal plates.

a. Shell 6 m.m. . . ... .

.

.

.

. . diptychia,

b. Shell 16 m.m. .

.

.

.

.

.

. . hiforis.

C. One transverse parietal plate.

a. Parietal denticles or folds none.

(X. Palatal folds in one series, parietal

horizontal fold at aperture.
* Shell 6.5 m.m. .

.

. . . - . . invia.
** Shell 9 m.m. .. .. .. .. secura.

fj. Palatal folds in two series .

.

. . schistoptychia.

No horizontal fold at aperture.

b. Two parietal denticles anterior to

transverse plate.

a. Whorls ang-ular or keeled, palatal

folds six.

' Whorls 4^, shell not exceeding- 7 mm. cmoriois.
** Whorls 6.

t Shell 15 m.m. .. .. .. .. Jiinbriosa.

"t"t Shell 12 m.m. .. .. .. azona.

kJ. Whorls rounded, palatal folds 7 . . pulvhiaris.

c. Two parietal denticles posterior to

transverse plate .

.

.

.

.

.

. . cutisculpta.

d. One or two horizontal folds in front of

parietal plate.

a. Shell acutely keeled, umbilicus

moderately desp ; two vertical denticles

between folds .. .. .. .. reseraia.

jo. Shellang:ulated, umbilicus very deep;

one horizontal denticle between folds . . lajnini/era.

€. Two short horizontal folds in front of

parietal plate, with one to four denticles

between.

a. Shell conical above, 6^—7 whorls.
* Whorls rounded .

.

.

.

. . stcnochila.

** \Yhorls keeled .. ..v. basilia.

fj.
Shell depressed, 5^—6 whorls . . jnurata.

f. One short horizontal fold above, with

four or five denticles below, in front of

parietal plate ; shell shining:, pellucid . . 7nultispira,

VI. Section Enteroplax.
A. Palatal folds : four.

a. Horizontal parietal folds united by a

vertical ridge posteriorly .

.

.

.

guadrasL

b. Parietal folds not united .

.

a. Umbilicus moderate trochospira.

p. Umbilicus narrower .

.

.

.

. . v. boholciisis.

B. Palatal folds : ten .

.

.. .. .. polyptychia.

VII. Section Sykesia.
A. C?«c transverse parietal fold.

a. Notched about the middle, a short sup-

" port posteriorly above. Ceylon.

a. Umbilicus wide ribs and lyrae

prominent .

.

.

.

. . clathrahda.

p. Umbilicus narrower ribs and lyrae

obsolete v. comprcssa.
b. Not notched.

a. Straight, without support, umbilicus

slUl narrov/er. Habitat, India .. .. clathratuloidcs.

fj. Sinuous, with a short support an-
teriorly above ; umbilicus still narrower,

Habitat, India .. ., .. .. retifcra.

B. Tzvo transverse parietal plates.

a. Shell flattened, no fold below umbilical

angulation, umbilicus still narrower.
Habitat, Ceylon caligijiosa.

b. Shell conoid, with a double fringe of
curved hairs; a horizontal fold below
umbilical angulation ; umbilicus still

narrower. Narrowest of all. Hab., Ceylon hiciliaia.

Index to Plectopylis.

' The roman figures after the names indicate the volume

of SciEN'CE-GossiP New Series, page is in ordinary tj-ps, and

number of figure is in italic type.

achatina, v., 114. 80^ 81, 83,

V. breviplica, v., 134, 8y,

V. castanea, v., 134, 86.

V. infrafasciata, v., 133, 84.

V. obesa, v., 115, Sj^

V. repercussoides, v., 333.

V. venusta, v., 134, 8s

•

affinis, iii., 276, 41.

alphonsi, v., 239, 9./.

andersoni, iii., 154, //.

anguina, v., 76, jg.

austeni, vi., 15, 97.

AUSTENIA, III., 300, 332, r/., 149.

azona, iii., 180, 204.

biciliata, vi., 16, gg.

biforis, iv., 103, 57,

blanda, iv. , 264, yo.

brachydiscus, iii., 154, 18.

brachyplecta, iii., 246,^7.

brahma, iv., 170, 6j.

burmanica^ iii, 24.5.

cairnsi, v., 171, go.

caliginosa, vi., 75, 100.

catinus^ iii., 244.

Chersaecia, VI., 148.

clathratula, iii., 300, 42.

V. compressa, vi., 75, lor.

clathratuloides, iii. 332, 44.

congesta, v., 332, gb.

cutisculpta, iii., 180, 2b,

cyclaspis, iii. , 244, J4.

dextrorsa, iii., 156, 21.

diplychia, iv., 2S4, 77.

emoriens, iv., 36, jO.

Endoplon, VI., 148.

Endothyra, VI., 148.

Enteroplax, vi., 149.

eugeni, v., 172, g2.

fimbrinsa, iii., 179, 24.

V. nana, iv. , I So.

francoisi, vi., 75, 102.

fultoni, iii., 178, 2^.

hanleyi, v., 240.

I 181, 2S.
mvia. 111.

I 204.

jovia, iv., 138,59.

jugatoria, v., 240.

karenorum, iii., 244, y.
lacythis (Nanina), v., 115.

laracabensis, v., 171, 9/.

laminifera, iii., 204, jo.

laomontana, iii., 245,^6.

leiophis, v., 16, 76.

leucochila, iv., 231, 6b.
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linlcrae, v., 170, SS.

V. fiisca, v., 170, Si),

lisscchlainys, iv., JO, SS-
nincrumphalus, iv., 10, 46.

magna, iv., 70,^2.

initKir, iv., 11, ^y.

nuiltispira, iii., iSl, sy.

iiuinipurcnsis, iv., 263, 6<).

Tiuirata, iv., 284, 7.?.

nui.spratii, iv., 10, 45.

nagaensis, iii., 206, jj.

iiglei, iv., 263, OS.

/•luhysloiiia, v. \
^"*'

' -^
'

\ 170.

perarcta, iii., 155, /g.

perrierae, iv., 231, 67.

pet/OS, iii., 206.

phlyaria, iv., 139, 61.

pinacis, iii., 206, j.?.

I'l.KCTOI'VLIS, S.S., VI., 14S.

picctostoma, iii., 274,^9.
V. tricaiinata, iii., 275, 40.

pulyptycliia, iv., 102, jj.

ponsonbyi, iii., 17S, 33.

pseudophis
I
:^'/°^,'^"

pulvinaris, iii., iSo, 2j.

V. continentalis, iii., iSo.

/"iitt'ola^ iii., 300.

i|iiadrasi, iv., 71,5./.

rcfugji, v., 15, 75.

repercussa, v. 74, yS.

reserata, iv., 37, j/.

retifera, iii., 301, 43.

revolitta, vi., 76.

schistoptychia, iv., 102, j6.

schlumbergeri, iv., 138,5^'.

secura, iv., 231, 6j.

( 205, .,-/.

I:246.

scricala, iii., 205.

shanensis f .'' x_'(vi., 77, lOj.

shiroiensis, iii., < ^J"
~

SlMCOLA VI., 14S.

smithiana, iii., 274, j.?.

sowerbyi, v., 239, gj.

stenochila, iii., 204, 2g.

V. basilia, iv., 36, 4<).

SVKESIA, III., 332, vi., 149.

Irilanicllaris, iv., 36.

trochospira, iv., 285, yj.

V. bohi)lensis, iv. , 2S5, 77.

vallata, v., 240.

viUedaryi, iv., 139, 60.

woodthorpei, vi. , 15, gS.

In concluding this consideration of the genus

Plcflopylis, I desire to acknowledge my indebtedness

to many friends and correspondents without whose
ungrudging assistance I could not have proceeded

with the task. To Mr. Ponsonby I owe an irre-

deemable debt of gratitude, for in addition to valuable

advice and suggestions, he has placed his unrivalled

collection at my disposal. Lieut. -Col. Godwin-

Austen, Mr. Edgar Smith, and Mr. S. V. Harmcr

have also placed me under deep obligation ; the

first-named commimicaled inidescribed material, and

all have allowed me access to type specimens.

Miss Linter has very obligingly presented me with a

series of shells, some of which proved to be new,

while finally—for the loan of specimens from their

collections, or from collections under their charge

—

I have to thank I'rof. Boettger, Col. Beddome, the

Rev. R. A. Bullen, Mr. W. T. Blanford, Mr. Robert

Cairns, Mr. W. E. Collingc, the Rev. Vincenz

Gredler, Mr. li. Fulton, fjr. H. Fischer, Prof.

Giard, Mr. K. L. Layard, Mr. Jules .MabiUe, I'rof.

von Martens, Dr. von .MiJllendorfl', Dr. F. J. II.

Merrill, Mr. E. R. Sykes, and Mr. G. B. Sowerby.

To the Editor of Science Gossii', I am also

greatly indebted for his unremitting courtesy, attention

to details, and for affording sp.ace in the |
ages of this

Magazine, frequently, I fear, to the exclusion of matter

more interesting to the general readers.

Adelaide Moad, London, N. II'.

3iid September, iSgg.

BRITISH FRESHWATER MITES.
By Charles D. Soar, F. R. M.S.

(jContiniied /i'Oin Pa^c iji).)

GENUS OXUS KRAMER, 1877.

'"PHIS genus at present is represented by two
'• species in Britain, the same two forms which

Piersig figures and desciibes as occurring in Germany.
The characteristics of the preceding genus apply to

this, with the difl'erence that body is depressed,

instead of being compressed ; but the long narrow

body is still maintained, which is a very unusual

feature in other genera of water mites.

I. O.X11S s/riga/iis Miiller, 178 1.

Body.—Long and narrow (fig. i). It is so much
depressed that there is no difficulty in getting this

Oxtts striff tiis.

mile to lie flat for examination, either dorsally or

ventrally. It is about 1. 16 mm. long, and about

0.60 mm. in width. Colour varies, sometimes it is

of a bluish green, with yellow and brown markings :

others are all yellow with brown markings. It has
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no flute or hollow on the dorsal surface like Fivnti-

foda musculus, but it has very strongly marked
dermal glands on the dorsal surface.

Legs.—Generally partake of the body colour, but

much weaker in tone. First legs about 0.44 mm.,
fourth legs about 0.80 mm. First three pairs

of legs have claws, but the fourth pair have

a long, stiff bristle at the end of the tarsi, and

Fig. 2.

—

Genital Area. 3.

—

Epimera.

two smaller bristles. All legs are well supplied with

swimming hairs.

Epimera.—Extends backwards about 0.76 mm.,
and forms one group, as shown in fig. i. It is

necessary to notice the stiff, short bristles on the

anterior margin (fig. 3) of the epimera, because in

the other species this is the best point of identification.

GENiT.-iL Area.—(Fig. 2.) Has three discs on

each side of the median line.

- Localities.—Fairly common. Mr. Taverner has

found it in Scotland. Mr. Scourfield in Epping

Forest. I have taken it on the Norfolk Broads, and

at Keston, in Kent.

2. Oxus longisetus Berlese, 1888.

Body.—Very similar in shape to 0. slrigatiis.

Length about 0.7 mm. ; width about 0.46 mm.

Fig. 4.

—

Oxzts loiigisetics.

Colour a pale red. I do not think it needs further

.description.

Epimera.—The great point of identification is

the long bristles on the anterior margin of the

epimera. I have left the palpi and legs out of the

drawing, so that these bristles can be easily seen.

Localities.—It is a rare mite. The only speci-

men I have seen was one found near Oban, N.B., by

Mr. Taverner in July, 189S, from which the drawing

(fig. 4) was made.

GENUS HYDROCHOREUTES KOCH, 1S42.

This genus like the last, contains at present only

two British species. Again, they are the same two

species as described by Piersig from Germany.

The characteristics of this genus are : Body soft.

Legs and palpi long in proportion to length of body.

Claws to all feet. Six discs, three on each plate.

The males have a petiolus, and a peculiar formation

to the fourth segment of the third pair of legs.

I. Hydrochoreutes tingulatiis \s.och, 1842.

Female.—Body : Oval (fig. 5). Length about

0.96 mm.; width, about 0.74 mm. Almost colour-

less with brown markings on the dorsal surface. In

the centre of the back is a yellow T -shaped mark.

Fig. £.

—

HydrocJutrentes uitgidatus.

Legs.—Very long and slender, compared with size

of body. First pair about 1.96 mm. long, fourth pair

about 2.04 mm. They are of a very pale blue lint

and quite transparent.

Epimera.—Large, in four groups. The posterior

pair slightly angular on the hind margin (fig. 5).

Palpi.—Long and slender like the legs. About

0.82 mm. in length. Quite without the pegs we have

noticed in some other mites, but with a large number

of hairs.

Genital Area.—Two plates with three discs on

each (fig. 6). Very much like the plates of

Hygrobates , and Piona, a genus which we have

not yet discussed.

Fig. 6. Fig. 7. Fig. 8.

Hydroclioreutes ungulatus.

Fig. 6.—Genital Area. Fig. 7.—Male. Fig. 8.—Petiolus.

Male.—A little smaller than the female, and of

rather different shape (fig. 7), it has the long legs

and long palpi as in the female ; but the fourth seg-

ment of the third pair of legs near the joint which

unites the fifth segment, has a very peculiar sickle

like spine. This is opposed to another one, shorter

and straighter, having the appearance of a thumb and

finger. No doubt these answer the same purpose as

the spur we find on some male Arreiiiirus, and the

socket arrangement in male Curvipes. I have not

figured this, because I think the petiolus is quite

sufficient for identification (fig. 8).

Localities.—Not very common. Dr. George has

found it in Lincolnshire, Mr. Scourfield in the Lake

district, I have taken it in Epping Forest, and in

Worcestershire.

( To he continued.

)
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BOOKSTOKEgDlKi
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Man Past and Preset!/. By A. H. Keane, F.R.G.S.
xii. 4- 5S4

l>|)-
S in. X si in., wilh 12 plates and

other illustrations. (Cambridge : The University
I'rcss, 1S99. ) I2S.

This boiil; is one of the Cambridge Geographical
Series, and is really a continuation of the work by
the same author in that series upon Ethnology. The
two preliminary chapters of the work liefore us, indeed,

form a kind of link between the two volumes dealing
with the cradle, origin, and migrations of the Pleis-

tocene precursor, also with the Stone and Metal ages,

and further evolution of the human races. The
next three chapters deal with the negroes. Then
four discuss the .Mongols, a couple more the .\merican
aborigines, and the last three the Caucasic peoples.

The plates consist of groups of photographic portraits

of typical individuals selected from the various races

described. The book is well arranged, concise, and,
read in conjunction with the author's previous work
on Kthnology, is instructive and highly educational.

Cnriosi/ies of Light and Sis^hl. By SnEl.KORD
limwELi., M.A., LL.H., F.K.S. xii. + 226 pp.,
7.i(in. X 5jin., 50 illustrations. (London: Swan
Sonncr.schein and Co., Ltd., 1899.) 2s. 6d.

This book provides some delightful reading both to

the layman and also to the scientific mind. Based
upon some unconnected lectures at different institu-

tions, the matter has been enlarged and re-arranged
so as to make the points treated, form a more
continuous- sei|uence. Although writing in a dis-

tinctly popular style, Mr. Bidwell has brought in

many matters of strictly modern scientific importance.
In fact at the end of each chapter we find we have
not been reading some text book matters popularised,
but that we have been grasping, in an e.tsy manner,
the wave theor\- of light, or the theory of colour, or
some other far reaching principle. Many curious

phenomena are also introduced that one does not find

in general reading and these give a decided freshness

to the book. The analogies used to illustrate some
points are simple, but very eft'ective. C)ur eyes are
shown by man\- examples to be far from perfect when
considered as optical instruments, and several of the
experiinents illustrating these defects, and also some
optical illusions, are quite simple and can be carried

out by any interested reader, with very little apparatus
at command. This also applies to the chapter on
curiosities of vision and the lecturer on colour and
vision will find some very useful experimental
information. The book is printed upon good paper
and in large type for comfortaljle reading.

The Piociss Year Book for rSgg. Edited by
Wit.LiAM Gamble, viii. -1- 108 pp., loin. x 7in.',

with frontispiece and 76 illustrations. (London :

Penrose and Co., 1899). 3s. 6d.

This is one of the most beautiful examples of

modern printing and illustration we have yet seen.

The plates, plain and other blocks, are perfect

examples of process reproduction and printing. It is

hard to choose which one chiefly admires. Perhaps a

stucly after Gainsborough is the most cfl'ectivf. The
frontispiece is a splendid example of printing, and a

fine portrait of Lord Kitchener, it is (K-rfeclly life-

like. The progress of three-colour priming is liberally

shown in some good pictures. The articles are varied,

and some are by writers of authority.

Missouri Holani,al Garden. Tenth Annual Re-

port, edited by I'Ror. Wii.i.iAM Tkei.ease. 21 1 pp.,

Qiin. X 6iin., illustrated with sixty-one plates. (St.

Louis, .Mo. : .At the Gardens, 1899.)

The chief scientific pajK-r in this volume is devoted

to a critical examination by F. Lambion-Scribner, of

the grasses in the Bernhardi Herbarium, collected by

Thaddeus Haenke and described by J. S. I'resl.

This article is illustrated by fifty-four plates of grasses,

cleverly drawn in outline. It will be found a

useful monograph to students of the order, as

the species cover a considerable geographical

range, including North and South .-America and some

Pacific islands. .-Vnother paper is upon a " Sclerotoid

Disease of Beech Roots,'' by Hermann von Schrenk,

which is also illustrated by two plates and a diagram.

A biographical sketch, with portrait, is given of the

late Edward Lewis Sturtevant, who has beipieathed

his extensive library of prelinncan works to the Mis-

souri Botanical Garden. It is said to be the most

perfect collection of that class of books in existence,

and contains many great rarities. Dr. Sturtevant,

though graduating for the medical profession, never

practised but devoted his whole attention to scientific

agricultural work. A considerable bibliography of

his literary efforts is given, including many books and

papers of value to agriculturists.

Our Insect Friends and Foes. Bv Bei.i.e S. CraiUN,

.V.M. xix. + 377 pp., Sin.Xjiin., with 255 illustra-

tions. (London and Xew York : G. P. Putnams

Sons, 1899.) 7s. 6d.

The preface of this work commences with the

wor:ls " A boy of eleven once asked me," and this

book is evidently intended as an ans\yer to his

question. It is most elementary, but still will be

useful for school work as at any rate it will enable the

scholars to distinguish the orders of insects. It is,

however, a great pity, that while expending so much
mone_\- on the numerous illustrations, care was not

taken to have them drawn by someone who under-

stood what was required. They appear, indeed, to

have been executed by a similar kind of artist to those

who supply impossible species for Christmas cards,

and it .seems to be of little consequence in some

instances in various Lepidoptera, « hether the anterior

or the posterior pairs of wings are the larger. Many
of the figures are absolutely wrongly drawn. Take
for instance the illusiiations on pages 97, 95, 126, etc.

It is unfortunate what might have been a useful book
has been so disfigured.

Handhook of British Breeding Birds. By \V.

Percival Westell. iSS pp., sAin. X44in., illustiated.

(London: Henry J. Drane, n.d. ) 6d.

The first point about this book that meets one's

notice is a ten-line preface by the late W. E. Glad-

stone, chiefly regretting that it could not be longer on
account of the state of his health and numerous
engagements. There are also two introductions, one
by Claude St. John and the other by the author.

The illustrations are very crude and often useless.

For instance that on page 58. Others are better, but

do not appear to have been drawn for this work.

There is little to s.ay of the letterpress which is largely

tabular.

Note.—Notices of a number of books unavoidably

stand over through pressure on our space.
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Floral Aberrations.—During the past season 1

met with some curious instances of malformed flowers,

the most striking being furnished by a plant of red

deadnettle {Lamiiini piirptu-eitin). It attracted my
attention by apparently bearing, instead of the

numerous whorls of flowers, one whori only terminat-

ing the stem. Closer inspection showed that the

seeming whorl consisted merely of one flower, of a

type that placed it far from the order Labiatae, and
indeed outside the group Gamopetalae. The sepals

were separate ; the petals also distinct, narrow, and
long-stalked, with the blade spreading. The stamens,

like the sepals and petals, were five in number and all

of a similar length. Instead of the usual form of

pistil, this organ was spindle-shaped, and terminated

by a short style. It will be seen that this regular

polypetalous five-stamened flower departed greatly

from the usual, irregular, two-lipped, gamopetalous
flower, with four stamens arranged in a long and a

short pair, of the Labiate plants. Another member
of this order with curious flowers, was a plant of

woundwort \Stachys sylvatica). The flowers were
green and red in colour, the corollas widely two-

lipped, and not much longer than the calyx. The
stamens were barren, the anthers being small and
shrivelled. In most cases the ovary was much larger

than usual, the interior occupied by a bud of small

greenish leaves in place of ovules. In a cornfield

near Horsley, Surrey, many specimens of a cornsalad

showed malformed flowers of a very peculiar charac-

ter. They were all yellowish and much larger than

the ordinary flowers. The calyx instead of being
small or even quite indistinct, was here the most
conspicuous member of the flower, and was divided

into five spreading lobes. The corolla was smaller

and the stamens abortive. The pistil in some flowers

was represented by a small leaf-like organ situated in

the centre. All the surfaces of these flowers were
strongly papillose. A few years ago I came across some
abnormal bramble flowers of a very instructive charac-

ter, and during the present year encountered somewhat
similar flowers. In these latter flowers, the sepals

were larger and more prolonged than usual, the petals

dull red, the stamens all sterile, and the exceptionally

numerous carpels spindle-.shaped. The floral axis

was either shortened or so lengthened, that a

distance varying as much as an inch separated

stamens from carpels.

—

C. G. BHtton, ^^, Diigdalc

Street, CainberwelU S.E.

Wild Like in London.—The autumnal visit of

the seagulls to the river Thames at London has, within

the last few years, Ijecome as certain a migration as

that of birds to our shores from the north They arrived

in numbers about the 14th of October, though some
came previously, and by that date there were several

hundreds tame enough to be fed on the embankment
wall between Blackfriars and Waterloo Bridges. The
windows of the editorial room of Science-Gossip at

no. Strand, overlook the precincts of the ancient

Chapel Royal, Savoy, where the open space is planted

with grass and a couple of dozen plane and other

trees, some being sixty or more feet high. During
the past summer we have observed from our windows

at least four species of butterflies, viz., Pieris brizssieag

P. jiapt, Anthochaj'is eardiniines 2ind I'auessalurtuae\
In the trees a pair of wood pigeon (Cohimba
paliiiiibns) successfully reared two broods of youngj
while there are numerous nests of common sparrows.
The males of the vapourer moth (Orgyia antiqtia)

were often seen. It must not, therefore, be said that

one cannot study natural history in London, as this

green oasis is only separated from the stream of traffic

in the Strand by the breadth of the house.

—

Flora
Winstone, 21st Oeiober.

Koelrenteria Fruiting in England.— I for-

ward you a specimen Rnelrenteria paniailata in

flower and fruit. It was cut from a tree in m\' garden
at Epping, in Essex. The shrub is a native of North
China, and it is stated in most botanical books that it

never fruits in England. It did so, however, in i860,
when I picked some seeds at Kew from one of which
my plant was raised. This specimen has not fruited

until this autumn, though it has bloomed on previous

Koelrenteria Paniculata in Fruit .Tiid Flower.

occasions. The fruiting may probably be accounted

for by the hot summer of last year ripening the wood
that bore the flower of this season. The seed vessels

are handsome, being crimson and yellow ; which

with the bright yellow autumnal tint of the leaves,

makes a beautiful object in the garden. I hear from

the Secretary of the Royal Horticultural Society, that

a few other trees of this species ha\e produced this

season flowers and fruit in various parts of England.

We are indebted to Miss Rose Purchas, Alstonfield

Vicarage, Ashbourne, for the illustration.— U'illiain

Pearson, Kedgrove, Epping.
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MOLLUSrA

(OM>r< TKU liV Wn IKEli MARK WKHB, K.I..S.

Two RKMAKKAUi.vi-oRMlcii Snaii.s.—In a larfjo

yciicral coUcctinn of shells recemly acciuircd ijy

Messrs. Soux-rl)}' ami Kiillon appcareil iwo curious

monstrositiL's. Tlie lirsi is Uic chimin >ii snail, //.7/.v

aspftsa Miillur, with ihc whorls complulcly separalcil.

For a monstrosity ihc I'urm of the shell is remarkahly
regular, and it is so freshly coloured that it does not

sugc;est anylhiny; in the shape of a malady. The
second is af. elongated example of Ficlix Tvrj/ni'n/a/a

Miiller, a very common European snail. This

specimen is perhaps further removed from the normal
form of its species than the last, its diameter heing

usually considerably greater than its length. This
is a case of accident in the early youth of the snail,

the eflects of which are very apparent in the first

w horli of the shell. The injury will readily account

for the abnormality of its later growth. Both shells

are labelled " I'rance," but no inl'ormation is given as

to the e.\act localities in which they were found. The
.accompanying photographs are by Mr. W. M. Webb.
— G. B. Si'-ari/n:

whole of one side of the shells, leaving the other per-

fect. They were collected after the manner of //.

lumoialis round a " thrush stone." I'lanorhis

iiiaii>iiialiis, /'. laiiiia/iis, /'. vortex, and /'. all'iis.

I'isiilhiin foiilinale, and /'. aiiniiiiiii ; S/>Aai:rtiim

aiiymiim, very fine, S. laciistre, and S. riviiola,

abtmdant in spots and fine, Aiiodonla iy,i;iieiis, and
the form called analiiia of C'nio pidoniin, and C
/iiiiiiJiis, the latter of the two far uutnumhcring the
former.—(AVf. )y. //'. Horsley, St, I'iter's Rcctoiy^

Walworth, S.E.

N'lCW LOCAI.nV ITIR Cl.AL'SIl.lA Hir'I.ICATA.

—

Hammersmith is the locality given in the older books
on Ijritish land and freshwater shells for Claiisilia

bifiliiata Mont. ; but failing to find specimens there,

the writer met with better success lower down the

river at I'utney. The swamp in w hich the .shell used

to be found in profusion having been rechiimed,

I'utney can no longer be considered a habitat for this

rare British snail (.S.-G., Vol. ii., N.S., p. 207).

Hearing recently that Claiisilia bipticata had been
collected higher up the liver at MortlaUe, the writer

made a search, and can w ith pleasure say that it is by
no means rare there, anil was found by him in an
active state in the middle of October. From the

same spot apparently came the white specimens
exhibited not long ago before the Conchological Society,

on behalf of Mr. G. E. Mason, who found them, and
which form the subject of a note in the current

"Journal of Conchology."

—

Wilfred Af. H'eili.

lIlii.l.K Asi'[.:rsa vak. Exai.iuda.— Until recently

I had always had some doubt about the statement on

p. 63 of the second edition of Mr. Lionel Adams'
.Manual of lirilish Land and Freshwater Shells, to

the elVect that the variety " exalbida is local, but often

not uncommon where it occurs, especially in the West
of England and in Kent." I have had many oppor-
tunities of finding this form in Kent, but during over
twenty years' experience of that county, have found
two specimens only. Neither has it occurred during

infrequent visits to the West of England. Not

Helix Vermiculata. Monstrosity.
Till-: Oi.ii Bed of the Lea.—The field-club

excursions of the London branch of the Conchological

Society to the old bed of the river Lea, at I'arU,

Tottenham, showed what a wealth of moUusc.an life

there existed, and now has been utterly destroyed by
the diversion of the stream in the formation of some
huge reservoirs for the East London Water Company.
In many places the bed was covered with shells,

amongst which were noticed Sinri/iea ele^'aiis, fine

but decorticated; Vi-'ipara vivipara, the green

baiulless variety being by no means rare ; Neritiiia

jUrrialilis, varying much in colour from a black and
white tesselatcd form, to a pretty crimson one.

Many also were tril^i.sciated ; Valrata pisiiiialis :

Bythinia leiitaculata and its var. alba and a few

specimens showing a pathological (?) white line on
the periphery ; /.iiiiiiaea peres^er ; L. aiiriciilaria, I.,

paliistris, not common, and L, slagnalis. (Jf the

last some were vety thin shelled and showed marked
ribs or slriations, and one or two specimens found by me
were beautifully banded with white, riaiior/iis ivnieiis

w.as plentiful, but local, and several places were
fnmd fovered with its slv lis which h.id been eaten
I'rob.ibly by /M;'isi!is mar^'iiial.'s [See "Journal of
Mal.icology," Vol. vi., p. 30] by th.- removal of the

Helix Aspersa, Monstrosity.

anv of my correspondents have mentioned it as being

freijuent in their localities. On a visit, however, to

the Lincolnshire Coast sand-dunes from Septemlier

29th to October 3rd, I found a number of the varictv

exalbida, which appeared in the proportion of about

seventeen per cent, of the examples of H. aspersa

ob.served. .Many were turned out from their hidings

during hibernation. Unfortunately, most of the

specimens were badly eroded. Dissection of the eyes

displayed only the usual colour, neither did the

animals themselves indicate albinism. — Jo/iii JT".

Carriiigton, /lo, Strand, Lo::c'or..
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CONDUCTED BY F. SHII.LINGTON SCALES, F.R.M.S.

The Malaria Parasite.—Our readers can
hardly fail to have been interested in the recent
investigations of Major Ross, R.A. M.C., into causes
and disseinination of malaria ; investigations which
appear to have solved the hitherto apparently
insoluble problem as to the mode of life of the
parasites to which malaria has now been traced, and
to have given the final coup de grace to the old theory
ihat it is connected with a certain condition of the
soil. It is now placed beyond a doubt that malaria is

due, and probably due only, to a parasite belonging
to the family Haemaoebidae, passing a stage of its

existence in the stomach of certain mosquitoes, and
by the bites of the latter infecting the blood of man.
The life-histoiy of these parasites has been com-
pletely followed by Major Ross in Ciilex pipiens and
confirmed by others in Anopheles claviger. We
would refer those who desire fuller information on
this point to a paper by this investigator in

"Nature" for August 3id. The interest now lies

in the question of the exact species of mosquito rather

than that of the parasite. Major Ross, in more than
one report has adduced facts in support of his strong
belief that the dissemination of malaria is confined
only to the comparatively rare "spotted-winged"
mosquito, belonging to the genus Anopheles., and
which has been traced to two species in India and to

one in Italy. Other and commoner forms of mosquito,
such as the "brindled" and "grey" mosquitoes,
are believed to be quite harmless, if painful, in their

bites, though Koch has traced malaria in Tuscany to

the bites of C;//c.i-/;)>/t'«i-. If this should be finally

placed absolutely beyond a doubt, it will be of the
greatest importance not only to our military stations

and camps, but to many crowded districts, towns and
cities. Mosquitoes of the genus Ctilex breed
in artificial collections of water, such as

pots and tubs, cisterns, wells, and drains,

but those of the genus Anopheles breed or are

developed from larvae or grubs found only in natural

ponds and puddles of stagnant water in which green
algae are growing, and seldom in larger bodies of
water such as tanks or streams, where they would be
liable to be devoured by minnows, etc. Still, whether
confined to the genus Anopheles or not, it seems cer-

tain that the flies breed in puddles, and are not of the
common or domestic kind. If this be so, and it can
be placed beyond question that these mosquitoes breed
only in spots sufficiently isolated to be dealt with by
public measures of repression, and that the malaria
from which perhaps a large town is suffering can be
abated by the filling up or otherwise treating with
simple means a few small puddles, we have arrived at

a result of investigation that cannot easily be over-
estimated. It has already been found for instance,
that a drachm of paraffin oil poured on the surface of
a pool about a square yard in area has been sufficient

to kill all the Anopheles larvae in six hours. It was
to solve these matters finally that the Liverpool School
of Tropical Medicine sent out its recent well-equipped
expedition to Sierra Leone, to follow up the work

done by Major Ross in India, and to put the method.--

suggested to practical proof. Every assistance was
given them by the Government, and as we understand
that the expedition returned on October 7th to this

country, well satisfied with their labours, we may look
for an interesting report. It may be noted, in con-
clusion, that only one member of the expedition, Mr.
E. Austin, Assistant in Diptera, British Museum,
became infected with malaria, through sleeping one
night without mosquito-curtains.

Baker's Diagnostic Microscope.—In connec-
tion with the foregoing note on the malaria parasite,
it will probably interest our readers if we illustrate

and describe the microscope originallv designed for

Major Ross, R.A.M.C, by Mr. Chas. Baker, of

High Ilolborn, and used by him throughout his

research. As will be seen, it stands upon a light but
rigid tripod, with a spread of 7in., has coarse and
fine adjustment, condenser with iris diaphragm, plane
and concave mirrors, etc. The whole packs into the
neatest of leather cases, i lin. Xsiin. X3in., furnished
with a strap for the shoulder, and loops for a military
belt. The case is lined with baize or soft chamois
leather. There is yet room for two eye-pieces and
three objectives, two bottles of stains, and a bottle of
immersion oil, together with a double nose-piece, but
the total weight is only four pounds. Altogether, the
w hole is a marvel of compactness, and well thought-out
efficiency. The microscope will focus satisfactorily a

Baker's Diagnostic Microscope.

-j'Trin. immersion lens, and is, we think, the best

travelling miscroscope sold. We have for some years

had one in our own use when travelling, and can

speak highly of it. It may interest our readers to

know that as we write Messrs. Baker are despatching

outfits for the use of the Medical Staff at the Cape, in

connection with the Transvaal war. We may add
that, as described above, with all extras, including

Jin., ^in., and I'^in. imm. objectives, the outfit

costs ;^I3 7s. 6d., but the microscope itself, in case,

can be bought for ;^3 12s. 6d., or w=ith sliding coarse

adjustment only, £2 7s. 6d.
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" IIoloscopk" EvEi'iBCBs.—These eyepieces

ate an entirely new departure, anil ime on which we
can conjjratulate the makers. They are designed to

wiirk with the apochronialic olijcctives, and possess

the so-called "over-correction" necessary for that

purpose, but by means of an inner adjustable draw-

lube the eyepiece corrections can be varied at will

until actual "under-correction" is reached. It

follows therefore that these eyepieces can be used

with ordinary achromatic objectives also, thus saving

the necessity of having two sets of eyepieces. This

means of adjustniciU has a further advantage, in

that it enables the eyepiece to be adjusted to any

individual objective, very few of the apochromatic

series being identical in the amount of their under-

correction. The drawtubc is graduated to enable the

degree of extension to be noted. We have had an
<ipportunity of examining these eyepieces, and find

them in every way satisfactory—they give a most
brilliant image ;mii1 .Miui-iic definition. The

^^

makers, Messrs. \V. Watson and Sons, of High
Ilolborn, have so arranged them that they all work
in approximately the same focal plane, and instead

of the too-customary arbitrary numeration or letter-

ing, each eyepiece is marked with its magnification

at a certain tube length. Messrs. \\'atson have, we
think, gone rather beyond the requirements of the

case in marking the large-size eyepieces 7, 10, 14,

and 20 for a /o huh tube, and the small-size or
" Student's " eyepieces 5, 7, 10, and 14 for the 6 inch

tube. As the eyepieces can of course be used for

either tube length, we think this likely to prove con-

fusing. The price of the " Student's " size eyepieces

is 17s. 6d., and of the large and capped size 22s. 6d.

" IIoLOSCOric " OiijECTivES.—Messrs. Wat.son

have also sent for our inspection the first two of

a new series of achromatic objectives, in which, as

they themselves say, a very remarkable degree of

aplanatism is attained. To obtain this an entirely

new formula has been resorted to. The corrections for

spherical aberration are effected by means of a triple

back lens, and the objectives have the same correc-

tions as the apochromatic objectives, and require to

be used with compensating eye-pieces or « ith the new
" Holoscopic " eye-pieces mentioned above. The
lenses sent us were the 12 mm. {'lin.) N..\. '45-

and the 6 mm. (|in.) X.A. 74. Both are really

excellent lenses, flat in the field, of exquisite defini-

tion, bearing high eye-piecing well, and though of only

comparatively moderate aperture, passing an unusual
amount of light. The 6 mm. sent us, being an early

lens, was, however, deficient in working distance, but

the makers state that this has now been rectified.

The lenses are made for either the 6in. or loin, tube,

and on each lens is marked not only the so-called

focal length, but the tube length for which the

objective is corrected, and the N.A. ; this last and
the magnifications being exactly stated and guaranteed.

The price of either len.s is £z los., and the makers
have other ixjwers in hand. They are anxious to

afford every facility for examination and coni|>arison

of the.se new objectives.

Microi'Hotoi;k.vi'Iiy with okihn.vrv Ca.mkras.
—Messrs. J. H. and K. A. Harbour, of Hangor, Co.
Down, have sent us micro-photographs of the spores

and sporangia of a fern, also of the hairs and scales of
the wing of a butterfly. These were taken with an
ordinary Lizar's \ plate " Challenge" camera, I'agel's

dry plates, slow, and a round w ick reading lamp. The
microscope alsci was a non-inclinable one, and
re(|uired propping up with books in the necessary
horizontal position. The camera lens was removed
and the connection between the aperture and the

microscope tube was made by means of a black cloth,

the image of the object being, of course, focusscd on
the glass screen. A ten minutes exposure was given,

and the paper used was Ilford I'.tJ. I'. We have
mentioned these particulars at length, with a view to

encouraging other beginners to make similar first

attempts, and to remind them that much may be done
with very ordinary apparatus.

Dendritic Ckystai.s in I'ArER.—We shall be
grateful to any of our readers who can send us any
specimens of the above, stating, if possible, where
found arid the approximate age.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Books o.n Microscoi'V.—T.M. (Manor Park, E.)

(l.) Cross and Cole's "Modern Microscopy" gives

full details, suitable for beginners, as well as advanced
students, as to mounting. Davies' book is less con-
venient and less simple- (2.) Hy. Scherren's " Ponds
.ind Rock Pools"' is good, so is Sl.ick (see S.-G., \'ol.

vi., N.S., p. 57 and ante, 173). There are also little

books by Butler and Simpson in "The \'oung Col-

lector Series." (3.) Kent's "Manual of the Infusoria"

is a standard authority—3 vols., with plates, worth,

second-hand, about 50s. Pennington's " Natural
History of British Zoophytes" (los. 6d.) is useful. If

you are particularly interested in Desmids or Diatoms I

will name books dealing with these subjects. (4.) I am
sorry I have no notes about the Wanstead Ponds.
The Richmond Ponds are alluded to in Scie.nce-
Gossii', vol. vi., pp. S6 and 156.

MicROsconc'M.XTERiAL. — T.W.B. (Old Charl-
ton). The only persons I can suggest other than
those you name are Mr. F. P. Smith, of Islington, or

Mr. Abraham Flatters, of Manchester. Both adver-
tise in SciENCE-Gossir. There is a series of 48
different preparations put up ready for mounting in is.

packets, that can be obtained at any microscopical

optician's : but if you want specific objects like insect

eggs, I would suggest advertising in the Exchange
Column of SciENCE-GossH', when you should have
no difficulty in obtaining a satisfactory- response.

V.T. (Chorley).— .Mr. C. F. Rousselet, to whom
we sent your i|ueries, has kindly answered them as
follows:—The rotifer is Aniiiaca so nilala, a well-

known but not very common species. The sketch is

not quite correct, n<ir is it right to say that it lives

in its lorica much like iffUicrla does in its tube.

The latter is a structure built round the animal's body
for protection, whilst the lorica of Auurcua is the

hardened integument, or outer skin of the rotifer,

organically connected with its body. I am much
inclined to think that the pink bodies are the broken-
up granular Zoocytium of the flagellate infusorian

Spongomonas saciuliis, which is said to be rust-brown
in colour when living. See Saville Kent's " Infu-

soria," Vol. i., p. 28S. The fine white threads are

the infusorian Spirostomuin ambiguum.
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MICROSCOPY FOR BEGINNERS.
By F. Shillington Scales. F.R.M.S.

(Conthinedfrom page I5y.)

High power objectives of high class are gen-

erally provided with a rotating collar that

enables the observer to adjust the distance between

the combinations of the objectives so as to correct the

lens for variations of cover glass, but this requires

more practice than most students have had, and a

very general way is to shorten or lengthen the tube,

which has the same effect. Thus, supposing the

objective is corrected for a cover glass .008 inch thick,

it would be necessary to shorten the tube, i.e., de-

crease the distance between eyepiece and objective

if a thicker glass were used, or to lengthen it for a

HuYGHENIAN EvEPIECE. Kellner Eyepiece.

thinner glass. By so doing we should, as already

explained, also alter the magnification. With a

correction collar we should close, the lenses of the

objective for a thicker cover, and open them for a

thinner one.

It would be a great convenience if makers would
adopt one uniform thickness of cover glass to which
all objectives could be corrected. One well-known
maker corrects for a cover glass '005 in. thick,

whilst another corrects for a cover glass of 'craS in.

It may also be necessary to warn beginners that the

magnifications of objectives are loo often greatly in

excess of what they profess to be, it being

easier to make a higher power objective than

a lower one of the same aperture. We think

. the present custom of sending out most
student's objectives corrected foi^ a 6 in. tube

is a mistake, as the 10 in. is still the

standard English tube length. Under any
circumstances it would be a great advantage
if makers would mark on their objectives, as

one or two firms already do, not only the

N.A. and the actual focal length of the

objective, but the tube length for which it is corrected.

Let us now deal with the necessary eyepieces, and
on this matter fewer words will suffice than we have
thought it advisable to give to the subject of

objectives. The "compensating eyepieces" are

specially constructed to correct certain outstanding
errors in the apochromatic objectives, and are

necessary therefore only for - that purpose. The
eyepieces commonly used with achromatic objectives

are the " Iluyghenian " or "negative," and the

"Keihier" eyepieces. The Huyghenian eyepiece is

composed of two plano-convex lenses with a limiting

diaphragm in the principal focus of the eye-lens.

The diaphragm cuts off the marginal rays, which are

useless owing to their too great spherical aberration,

but this very aberration helps to correct the

aberrations of the objective and so flatten the field.

The Kellner eyepiece has no diaphragm and its field

is therefore large, being in fact only limited by
the size of the eyepiece tube. It has an achromatic
meniscus for the ocular and a double convex field lens

lying in its focus. Thougli the field is large, the

definition is not as good as that of the Huyghenian
ocular, and any dust is very apparent. It is used
mainly for micrometry, but a micrometer is very

frequently inserted in the focal plane of the

Huyghenian lens. With projection eyepieces we need
not concern ourselves.

Eyepieces are made of different powers, ranging
from 4 magnifications up to 15, and even higher.

The 4 eyepiece often is unsatisfactory with the short

tube length ; the most generally useful is the 6 eye-

piece. After this, one of, say, 10 magnifications.

Above this it is useless to go. We are quite aware
that all makers sell eyepieces of much higher powers,
as mentioned above, but we have never seen an
achromatic objective that would satisfactorily and
critically bear eyepiering above ten times with a
10 in. tube length. ; It is only the apochromatics that

will bear high eyepiecing, and even in their case the

loss of light and depreciation of the image is notice-

able. But until the apochromatics were invented the

only way to get hjgh magnification was to use high
power objectives, such as ^jV and ^V in., which we so

seldom hear of nowadays.
Before leaving the subject of eyepieces, we would

again reiterate what has been so frequently urged
upon makers—namely, the manifest disadvantage of

marking their eyepieces with any other numeral or

letter than the actual number of magnifications

given by the eyepiece at the standard 10 in. tube
length. It then becomes an easy matter, as already

explained (Science-Gossip, Vol. vi., p. 157) to esti-

mate the magnification with any eyepiece or objective,

and when used in any tube length.

,

We come now to the subject of the sub-stage con-

denser, generally called "the condenser," whereas
the bull's-eye condenser is spoken of as " the bull's-

eye " simply. This is practically of two types, the

"Abbe illuminator," and the achromatic condenser.

The Abbe illuminator is itself .sold in two types, a
double combination with an aperture of 1.2 N.A. and
a triple form of 1.4 N.A. Of course, to get the whole

1.2 N'.A. 1.4 N.A.

Optical Part of Abbe Illuminator.

of this aperture, the condenser must be in immersion
contact with the under side of the object slide. Both
are simple, cheap, and easy to work, and are

accordingly largely used by students ; but in both the

spherical and chromatic aberrations are enormous, and
they are therefore not satisfactory when used for

critical work. The actual aplanatic cone is in both
cases under .5 N.A. At the same time, the beginner
will find it a very useful form of condenser for

general work. We prefer the 1.2 N.A. type, and it

is also the cheaper of the two.

{To be conitnucd)
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TllK Astronomer Royal, Mr.VV. 11. M. Christie, has
been elected one of the Wardens of the Clockmakers'
Company.

P.XKI I.\. of Col. Ciodwin-Austen's work on the

Land and Kreshwater Molliisca of India, is nearly

ready for issue.

The successor of Lord Kelvin in llie chair of

Natural Philosophy at the University c.f (Hasgow, is

I'rofe-^sor A. Gray, I'. R..S. , formerly Professor of
Physics at University College, North Wales.

The veteran geologist, Mr. B.Charles of Ilighcliffe-

on-Sea. Christchurch, Hants, has had a successful

season in the IJarlon Kcds, and has added some scarce

forms which areavailalile for his correspondents.

We hear from the author that Mr. A. T. Story's

"Story of Photography" in the "Useful Story
Series," issued liy -Messrs. Newnes, Ltd., isaliout to be
republished in a new edition, with the most recent

discoveries and facts included.

Mr. W. !'. H. UosKMiEKc, of 48, Charing Cross

Road, London, has sent usu neat little "desideratum"
price and label list of British birds' eggs, gummed on
one side. It is 5^ in. long by 2 in. wide, and costs

the moderate sum of fourpence. The scientific name
precedes the Knglish name in each case.

A SHORT time since Mrs. George Holt, of Li\tr-

pool, and her daughter. Miss Kmma Holt, presented

;f2,ooo to the Medical School of that city, and
^3,000 to the Anatomical School. These generous
ladies have now each sent a donation of /^j.ooo for

the purposes of the Liverpool Physical Laboratory.

Dr. Carl Peters, the explorer, stales that

besides gold he has discovered mica, saltpetre, and
diamonds in a district practically uninhabited at

an altitude of 8,000ft. in Mashonaland. After

exploring some districts on the Punqwe river, Dr.

Peters will proceed to Ueira on his way to England.

A COURSE "of popular lectures to young people,

under the auspices of the Parents' National Educational
Union, are to be given at weekly intervals from
October 26th to Xovember l6th, in the Horbury
Rooms, Notting Hill Gate, London, by Mr. Cecil

Carus- Wilson, K.R.S.E., upon The Wonders of Rain,
Ice and Glaciers, The Mighty Ocean, and \"olcanoes

and Geysers. Tickets may be obtained from the

Secretary of the Union, 2S, \'ictoria Street,

Westminster.

The Guernsey Society of Natural Science and
Social Research has recently issued their Report and
Trans;\ctions for 1S9S. It includes the President's

address, giving a report of the work done, especially

the investigations among the dolniL-ns of Guernsey,
that have been carried out at the expense of the

States. Mr. A. Collenette gives some interesting

tables of the rainfall in the island for the year, .also

of the average amount of sunshine. Guernsey had a
total of 2.ogo"4i hours of sunshine, which compares
well with i,732'35 at Torquay.

The seventh International Geographical Congress
was held at Berlin at the end of September and
beginning of October. The attendance was somewhat
larger than at the London Congress, but there was a
less proportion of foreigners. It is prob.ible the

next meeting will be held in Russia, either in 1903
or 1904.

The National Association for the Prevention of

Consumption has passed a resolution signed by Sir

William Bro.idbent, by which the Council desires to

express its opinion that there is no danger of com-
munication from any well-conducted hospital for con-

sumption, and inhabitants of houses in the immediate
neighbourhood of such institutions are perfectly safe

from local propagation from this source.

Ur. Osc.vr Bau.man.v, who acijuired a reputation

as an African explorer, died at Vienna on October

1 2th. He was one of the .Austrian Congo Expedition

in 18S5, subsequently visiting the Cameroons and
other parts of East .Vfrica. In addition to a map of

the Congo and numerous contributions to the reports

of the Geographical Society of \ienna, Dr. liaumann

published three books dealing with his travels and
observations.

Memory training, its laws, and their application to

practical life is the object of a school founded for the

purpose at 70, Bej-ners Street, London, under the

title of the School of .Memory Training Memory, like

other faculties, may be undoubtedly cultivated to a

very high degree, and we imagine that the worst cases

of forgelfulness may, with systeuiatic help, be over-

come. Mr. Pelman's system, as adopted here, appears

to be exceptionally effective.

The Board of Agriculture notify that the Ordnance
Survey Department is issuing a new series of special

folding maps for certain towns and the country round,

on the scale of i inch to the mile. The maps are

printed i>n thin tough paper, are mounted in a cover

and cost only is. 6d. The ro.ids are marked in colour

showing their character and whether metalled.

Footpaths, hills, rivers, towns, villages and railway

stations are also marked. They should be of use to

the Field Naturalist and Geologist, in rambles in new
neighbourhoods.

Mr. .Vlexanher R\NtsEV has forwarded us a set

of the " Scientific Roll and .Magazine of Systema-
tized Notes," which he conducts. It refers to baro-

metric conditions, and embraces Bibliography,

classified under subjects, under the year of publication

and authors alphabetically, each item having a
reference number. The index, while alphabetical, is

arranged in groups to which each subject especially

refers. The " Systemalised Collection of Facts,"' are

grouped in relation to their connection with each

other. The work is one of great magnitude, and now
extends in manuscript to over Soo.ooo folios, averag-

ing a hundred words each.

The death of Mr. Hamilton V. Castner, the

eminent American practical chemist, is announced as

having occurred at Airondacks, New York State.

He came over to England twelve years ago,
with the object of working his process for the manu-
facture of alkali-metal sodium. During his st.ay he
turned his attention to the production of aluminium
by a process in which metal sodium was required.

Later Mr. Castner devoted his energies to the pro-

duction of sodium on a large scale, by the original

reaction by which Ilumphrev' Davy discovered the

metals of the alkalies. These were all very successful,

as was also his process for electrolytic production of

alklai and bleaching powder from common salt.
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.
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Conjunctions of Planets with the Moon.
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.
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. Near Approach.. /. Geminorum. 5.2 .

19

The Sun is showing little signs of activity, but
small spots appear at intervals, sometimes with great
suddenness.

Mercury is an evening star all the month,
reaching its greatest elongation, 22° 18' east, at

4 p.m. on l6th. At 7 a.m. on 4th Mercury is in

conjunction with Mars, which is i" 48' to the north.

At midnight on 8th Mercury and Uranus are in

conjunction, the former being 2" 37' south. At
II a.m. on 26th it is in conjunction with Venus,
Mercury being 23' south. If the air be steady and
clear this should be readily seen by anyone who will

take the little trouble necessary to find the planets in

daytime. At 9 p.m. on 30th it is in conjunction
with Mars, being 23' to the north of that planet.

The planet is not well placed for ibseivation.

Venus is an evening star, poorly placed all the

month for observation. At 5 p.m. on 14th it is in

conjunction with, and 24' south of Uranus. At noon>

on 1 6th it is in conjunction with Mars, which is onl
11' south of ^'enus. In a clear sky this should be-

seen by dint of patient search. On 27th at 9 p.m. it

is in conjunction with Saturn, Venus being 1° 54'

south.

Mars is too close to the sun for observation. Ori-

13th, at 9 a.m.. Mars is in conjunction with Uranus,
which is 38' to the north.

Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus are all too close

to the sun for observation. Jupiter is in conjunction

with the sun at 8 a.m. on 13th ; and Uranus is in

conjunction at 4 p.m. on 30th November.

Neptune is now getting into good position for

observation, rising, as it does on 12th, at 6.1 p.m.

Meteors, should be specially expected on.

November I, 2, 4, 6-9, 11-15, 19, and 27.

The Great Leonid Shower.—In spite of the-

.

brilliant moonlight, it is probable that there will not

be so much disappointment this year as in 1897 and
1898 to those looking out for the Leonids on
November 14th and 15th, though the display will be
shorn of much of its grandeur. It must be empha-
sised that this meteor shower is essentially a morning
one, seeing that it is not until nearly eleven o'clock

p.m. that the radiant point rises above the English

horizon. Though the radiant point of the shower
was expected to be in R.A. 149? 28', Dec. N. 22°

52', in the middle of the "sickle" of Leo in 1898,,

the observers, MM. Andre and Guillaume, at

Lyons, found the apparent radiant to be situated in

R.A. 155°, Dec. N. iS", a little north-west of
the 3rd magnitude >? Leonis. It will be remembered
that these meteors are swift in flight, and leave a
train. In observing meteors it is best to mark down
their paths upon a map ; then the radiant point can very

readily be determined. A cheap star atlas suitable

for "such a purpose is ''The People's Atlas of the

Stars," published at a shilling by Messrs. Gall and
Inglis. The shower certainly deserves looking for.

Attention should also be directed to the Andromedes,

on the night of the 23rd and morning of 24th,

radiating from a point in R.A. 25° Dec. N. 43", near

y Andromedae. Further information about these

meteors will be found in the number of Science-
Gossip for November, 1898.

The Vienna Academy of Science has sent an expe-

dition to India to observe the Leonids. Herr Director

Weiss, of the Vienna Observatory, is the leader.

Observations are to be attempted near Delhi, the

Indian Government offering all possible assistance.

The New Minor Planet announced on p. 154
as having been discovered by M. Mascart, proves to

be really the re-discovery of Pomona, originally

observed on October 26th, 1854, by M. Hermann
Goldschmidt, near Paris.

Next Great Solar Eclipse.—It is announced
by the Director of the Marine Observatory of San
Fernando in Spain that the Minister of Finance has

directed that the instruments for the observation of

the eclipse are to be admitted free of duty.

A Comet {e 1899) was found by M. Giacobini, of

Nice, on September 29lh, in the north-western part

of Ophinchus. It was faint, and moving in a south-

easterly direction. It proves to be a comet previously

seen in 1S96 and 1S9S. According to Herr J.

MoUer, it passed its perihelion on August 27th, when
its distance from the sun was 1.73, the earth's dis-

tance representing unity. It is now receding fiom

us, therefore its brightness is decreasing.
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CHAITKKS li)K VOING ASTRONOMKKS.
Bv Frank C. Dbnnrtt.

THE SUN.

( Continuedfrom fagi 1$$.)

Thk (lark spots or maculae usually consist of two
portions, A sccMiiingly black cenlrc, known as llie

umbra, surroiindcii by a gity portion, or penumbra.

Kurlhcr study will reveal ilie diet that the uuilir.i in

itself is not black except by contrast .igainst tlic

brilliance of the disc. I'lirthermure, it will often be

found that within the borders of the umbra there are

one or more still darker portions known as nuclei.

.Sometimes one penumbra will contain two or more
mubrae. The penumbra is not an evenly grey

surface, but is often seemingly made up of fine

filiaments, as will be shown later on. The m.aculae

vaiy in size from the most minute "pores" to

enormous spots, having sometimes a diameter of very

many thovisands of miles. Occasionally they appear
singly on the disc, but more frequently as members of

a group. \'ery often the members of a group will be

found to be ranged in a curve figured not unhke the

letter S, a similar curve fre<|uently showing itsell in

the pl.acing of the umbrae in large spots. .Some

spots and groups arc remarkable for their persistence,

others for their evanescence. Some may be observed

through several rotations of the sun, whilst others

seem to appear, or disappear, almost under the

observer's eye. Sir William lierschel was once
looking at a group, when he turned his head for a

moment, then on looking into the eyepiece again

found that the group had disappeared. Other
ob.servers have noticed ei|ually rapid changes. Con-
siderable alteration may often be noted in the appear-

ance of a large spot even at short intervals. Occa-
sionally it is found that extensive portions of the

umbra of a large spot inste.id of appearing to be
black, are indeed of a brown or amber tint. I have
.seen this with a telescope of barely 2 inches

aperture. \'ery frequently bridges of brilliant matter

are seen crossing the innbra and sometimes the

penumbra as well, and rapid changes may often be

noticed both in their appearance and direction.

Sun spots are by no means equally frequent at all

times. .Some years not a single day passes when the

sun is entirely free from spots : at other times more
than a hundred of the dates on which the sun is

observed have the record of no spots. Careful

study of oliservations has led to the conclusion that

sun spots have a "period," which Wolf makes il'i

K=

Diagram of Projection Ari»AR.\Tcs.

years, and otherobserversconfirm the same. This is the
mean periixl, because some variation is noticeable in the
length of time separating the maxima, or periods when
most spots are visible. Near the time of minimum it

is noticed that the sun spots are usually nnich nearer
to the Kijualorthanat the time of maximum.
The sun's equator is not in the same plane as that

i>f the earth'sorbit, but inclined at an angle of 7' 15'.

In consequence of this the spots do not always
appear to travel in the same direction across the disc.

Early in June and December they seem travelling in

straight lines, but in September and March their

path appears convex towards the south and north
respecti\ely. Again, in June the pathw.ay of a spot

ap|jears to gradually rise as il travels from cast to

west, whilst in Decenil)er il sinks.
,

When u spot or group is pitssing on or off the disc,

it appears to travel much more slowlv than when near

the middle of the disc, because of tfie globular Uixm

of the sun. Owing to the same cause when a spot is

close to the limb it only appears as a dark line, but

as il travels on to the disc the thickness of the line

increases and the six)t in turn appears oval, rounded,

and often elongated in east and west ; .similar eft'ects,

but in the opposite order, happening as spots advance
towards the western limb. Cognisance of this fore-

shortening, as it is called, has to l«: taken when
determining the size of spots or groups.

The readiest method of measuring sun spots or

SOUTH.

NORTH.
Su.s Spots of September, i8q6.

groups is that of projection, one form of apparatus for

which purpose is illustrated in the di;igram.

T is the telescope, A a collar round lhi> telescope

body carrying a flat ring of metal about 6in. in

diameter to act as a screen to shade the surface U,
and strong enough to carry two or three telescopic

rods, B B, carrying a light frame C, which carries a

white screen D, on which the image falls, and which
may well be a disc of ground opal gla.ss. Two
methods are .available for measuring. The foimer is

to have a line drawn across the middle of the screen,

and then to note the exact time occupied by the spot

or group in crossing the line. The better way. how-
ever, is to have two screens fitting at D, one plain,

the other 5in. in diameter divided into half-inch

squares, one or two being subdivided into quarter-

inch squares. To measure a spot or group make the

projected image correspond, when quite sharp, with

the 5in. circle, which may be accomplished by aid of

the telescopic rods B B. When this is done the

divisions correspond to tenths and twentieths of the

sun's diameter, so that il is easy lo determine the

dimensions of a group. Of course the scale disc

should be adjustable, .so that one set of the lines on
the disc can be set parallel with the longest diameter

of the group.

A wonderful group of spots, none of them how-
ever of great size, appeared on the sun in Septem-
ber, 1S96. They are shown on the accompanying
reduction of a Greenwich photograph, reproduced

by the kindness of the Astronomer Royal.

( To fie tonlinncd.

)
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Physics at British Association.—One of the

evening discourses at the recent meeting of the

British Association at Dover, was given, on Sep-
tember iSth, by Professor J. A. Fleming, upon
" The Centenary of the Electric Current," and was
illustrated by many successful and interesting experi-

ments. It is just one hundred years ago, since Volta,

of Como, invented the instrument which gave us the

first practical means of generating a continuous
electric current. Volta showed that if two pieces of

different metals were placed in contact and then

separated they were found to be at different electrical

potentials. Starting from this primitive but impor-
tant discovery, Professor Fleming veiy ably traced the
history of the production of the electric current down to

the present da)'. It is here, when one contrasts the capa-

bihties of the simple voltaic cell with the huge, powerful
dynamos now working in the numerous central

electric light stations, that one sees more clearly the

enormous strides made in electricity during the

present century. Passing through the stages of Volta's
" Couronne de Tasses," in which the two metals are

separated by a conducting liquid. Professor Fleming
led up to Cavendish and Faraday. By them and by
Oersted and Ampere an enormous advance was made
in electricity in discovering the important part played
by the medium or "dielectric" surrounding the wire
carrying the current and in showing the intimate con-
nection betvC'een electricity and magnetism. Electro-

magnetic induction, resulting in the dj'namo electric

and other machines, so e.xten.sively used all over the

world at the present day, may be said to have begun
its life with the researches of Faraday and Ampere.
Some brilliant experiments were shown illustrating

induction, which brought the lecturer to the interest-

ing topic of signalling through space by induction, or

as it is more generally termed, " wireless telegraphy."

No doubt the reader is acquainted with some of

Marconi's successes, achieved in carrying out his

method. A good example of its capabilities was
given by Professor Fleming during his lecture. A
message was sent from the instrument upon the
lecture table to the receiving instrument at Wime-
reux, upon the French coast, and then conveyed by
telephone to the President of the French Association
for the Advancement of Science, at Boulogne. The
reply was conveyed back by the same method and re-

ceived by Professor Fleming a short interval after-

wards. It was not only at Professor Fleming's
lecture that experiments with Marconi's signalling
apparatus were successfully performed. On the i6th
and 1 8th of September messages were also conveyed
via Wimereux, to and from the President of the
Electrical Congre.ss then hieing held at Como, Italy

—

Volta's birthplace. As regards other Physics work
done during the British Association meeting there is

no doubt that the absence of some leading
physicists was due to the Volta ' Congress at

Como, and to the Switzerland meeting of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers, both taking place
at about the same time. After Prof. Poynting's
presidential address before Section A (Mathematics

and Physics), on September 14th (S.-G., p. 151),
came an important paper read by Mr. G. J. Burch,
M.A., entitled "The Spectroscopical Examination
of Contrast Phenomena." The two theories of colour

vision to the fore at the present day are the Young-
Helmholtz theory, which supposes there are three

primary colours, red, green, and violet ; and Ilering's

theory demanding only two. Mr. Burch's experiments
have led him to the conclusion that blue is also a

primary colour ; that we have, in fact, separate

primary sensations both for blue and violet, besides

those for red and green. Mr. Burch thus supports

the three-colour theory, but with this modification.

On the other hand, Hering's theory requires that red-

blindness should be accompanied by green-blindness ;

but Mr. Burch finds it need not be so accompanied.
His experiments show that if the eye is fatigued by
exposure to a very intense red light and a spectrum
be then looked at, the red is invisible, but the

remainder of the spectrum, from green to violet,

appears in its ordinary colours. To avoid all errors

due to pigment colours, the above experiments were
carried out with spectral colours. It will be interest-

ing if other experimenters, working upon similar

lines, obtain the same results to those of Mr. Burch.
On Saturday, September i6th, when .some members of

the French Association were present. Prof J. J.
Thomson communicated a most important paper
bearing upon the question whether the atoms
of matter, a,s we now consider thenr, are not capable
of sub-division. The three principal lines along
which this question may be attacked are, electrolysis,

the velocity of charged particles in a magnetic field,

and the magnetic deflection of kathode rays. From
Prof Thomson's experiments he considers that

electrification consists in the removal from the
" atom " of a small corpuscle with which the negative

charge is associated, the remaining portion of the atom
being positively charged. An important discussion

upon platinum thermometry was opened by Prof.

Callendar, who suggested the adoption of the variation

in the resistance of platinum as a basis for a practical

scale of temperature. Prof. Carey Foster was of

opinion, however, that for absolute values the gas

thermometer must be used, because we have no theory

of the variation of resistance with temperature. Dr.

Chree also said that some platinum Ihermonieters

purchased by the Kew Observatory had worked in a

peculiar manner and were not satisfactory. Principal

Glazebrook suggested that before accepting platinum

as a standard, experiments should be made to ascertain

whether other metals—such as gold, were more
efficient. Mr. Alexander Siemens, M. Inst. C. E.,

reviewed the application of electricity to machinery
used in ships ; and the more recent improvements,
such as substituting electric motors for small engines

distant from the boilers, by this means much steam-

piping with consequent leakages is avoided.

Refractive Indices of Chloride Solu-
tions.—In the Royal Society Proceedings 64, an
account is given of the determinations of the refractive

indices and densities of solutions of various chlorides.

From these observations it appears that both the

densities and the refractive indices increase with the

molecular weight of the substance in solution. An
exception occurs in the case of the refractive index of

potassium chloride, which is slightly lower than that

of sodium chloride. In these experiments a hollow

prism was used, and filled with the solution in

question, care being especially taken to keep it at a

temperature of iS" C, as the slightest variation was
found to make a considerable difference in the final

values obtained.
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Kau.na <>i Till-; Ii'.iii'iiAM Fissi'RR.—An account
of ihf rLMiiiirkable remains which Mr. Lewis Alibott
found durini; his t-xploralion of this famous rock-

fissure was pulilisheil liv the Gcolojjical Society in

iS94((j.|.(;.S., \ul. L.', pp. lyr ami iSS). SuW-
i|ucnlly Mr. .Vlibolt, hy perscvcrinij in his invcsliga-

lions, adduil five more vertebrate forms, viz., a large
bat, the shoveller-cUicU, and some small p.isserinc

birds closely allied to, if not identical with, the red-

backed shrike, the chaflinch, and the hedye-sparrow.
Subseijuenilv the polecat, otter (?), and swallow were
found. The work has since been successfully carrieil

on by .Mr. Frank Corner and Mr. A. S. Kennard, ana
further valuable finds have been made, which have
recently been described by Mr. E. T. Newton.
K. U.S. In addition to the main fissure, various
collateral fissures have also been explored. Amongst
added species are the Roose, peregrine falcon, black-
bird (.^), hare {Lepits variahilis), rabbit, Alpine vole,

weasvl, wolf (?), cat, and badger. Mr. Newton points
out, in the new volume of the"<Juarterly,Iournal," that
these contents bear a resemblance to the fauna of an
ossiferous fis.sure at Champs Gaillards. This also in-

cludes several ntirihcrn species which indicate, in no
uncertain way, the extension southward into France
of extreme Pleistocene cold. Although evidence of
Ihe great Ice Age is wanting in Kent, liere is distinct

proot of a great degree of cold, when with the pro-
genitors of its present fauna, there also lived the
.\rctic aiul Norwegian lemmings, the Arctic fox, and
the .Siberian vole.

Nku- Cakikimkekoi's Lam.mei.i.ibranchs.—
Since the pid)lication of Dr. Wheelton Mind's mono-
graph (KS95), when he pointed out that only one
laniellibranch was known to occur in the L'pper
Coal .Measures of C.reat Britain, he has discovered
three others, which he lias named Anlhraaviiya
lahifii-a, Carhoiii,ola -•htti, and C/enodoii/apciUoiunsh.
The first named is found in what is evidently a

distinctive zone, which occurs much higher than the
zone characterised by A. pliillipsii. The zone of
.7. laUifeya is 300 feel below the PenkhuU Sandstone.

ANciiiNT Watersheds in the South ok Enc-
lANl).— From the courses pursued by the rivers of
the south coast, it is easy to perceive that these must
have been carved out under diflferent conditions as to

watershed from those now prevailing. Instead of
passing east and west, as they woidd have done,
ha<l they commenced to flow while the troughs ami
ridges of the Downs and the Wealden area were as

now, they run north and south through passages carved
out ol the hills. This is so, w hether northward, as

the Mole, VVey, and Medway : or southward, as the
Cuckmcre. (Juse, Adur and .\nm. The high ground
of the dividing w atershed must, at the time of their

birth, have been east and west over the Weald, and
the easier and (|ulcker course was to carve ncprth. and
south, through the minor ranges, and as>ume the
physical features which they now present. The fold-

ing and denudation which has subsequently taken
place here, also shows itself in the Isle of Wight,

where the course of the rivers show us that upheaval
must have been greatest where are now the regions of
least elevation. At both ends of the island rivers cut
through the chalk downs. These have been enor-
mouiily denuded at Freshwater Hay by the work r,f a
very much greater river N'ar than is now to be seen.
On the east of the island, the present puny river Hows
in the culling, so to sjjeak, Ixrtween Brading
Down and Kembridge Down. In l)oth cases
there are wide alluvial flats on each side of the
existing streams, their level being but slightly raised
above existing sea-level. It is idle to suppose thai

these rivers had their origin in the high Downs which
now constitute the backbone of the island, although
these may now contribute to the rivers' present
existence. .\ thick elephant gravel -bed is exposed on
the chalk clifls in F'reshw.ater H.ay, and this is good
evidence of the greater extension of the former river ;

of ihe denudation which has taken place ; of the
extent of land to the south, which the river formerly
drained ; of the velocity of its former current ; and of
the height of the watershed far aw.ay to the south.
Hefore the sea bre.iched the chalk between the
Needles and the main land, the FVome, which now

^^..,f5f?-
^ftr

Frkshwatek Gaps, Isle of Wight.

emerges at Poole, was the ri\er which here ])assed
eastward along one of the great post-Oligocene
synclinal folds, and this received as tributaries the
northward-tlowing rivers of the Isle of Wight. On
the northern side ihis ancient river would have also
received the Stour, the .Vvon, and the Itchin : whilst
on the south besides the eastern Var, the Medina,
and the western Var, it probably also received a
tributarv which ran between the Needles and Dorset
and along who.se course the sea in later times graduallv
encroached, w hen the separation of the island became
completed.

—

E. A. Martin

Sandstone Tubes.— I .am .sending a specimen of
some curious concretionary m.asses occurring in the
Upper Grcensand at St. Catherine's Point, Guildf.ird,

doubtless familiar to many of your readers. Tliev
occur in contorted .sheets and tubes, similar to the
sample, frequently over a foot in length. I should be-
obliged if you could enlighten me as to their mode of
origin. An analysis of the specimen .sent shows it to
consist of sand cemented by a mixture of iron oxide
and hydrated iron oxide. The interior of the tube was
filled with incoherent sand.

—

Os-.va/J H. Eiaiis.
Marlcnv I'lUa, Churchficld Road, Waltoit-on-Thavus.

[Concretions and tubes of iron sandstone are
common in such formations as the Upper Greensand,
the Hastings Sands, etc. They originate in the segre-
gation of the iron sand around organic nuclei.

'
In

this instance, the nucleus may have been a sponge,
or a cord-like fucoid, which existed sufiiciently long
to give the mould to the concretion, afterwards vielding
to the usual decomposition. Such impressions and c.ast^

are often the sole evidence obtainable in someformations
of the existence of soft, fleshy substances.—E.A. M.]
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CONTRIBUTED BY FLORA WINSTONE.

Cosmos (Paris), i6th September. This number
contains a history, signed by initials only, of the use
of mercury pumps in laboratory work, including a

description of the principle of the Sprengel pump.
M. Emile Maison writes of the porpoise, with an
illustration of the animal just after a leap from the

water. The family of Delphinidae, he says, is the

most interesting of all the marine fauna, and of all

the genera comprised in this group, the porpoise is

the one most worthy of study. The article, however,
treats the subject from a humorous rather than a scien-

tific point of view. Some notes by M. H. Couturier

de Bricage on the situation and climate of Alaska are

especially worth reading. The writer considers that

the Canadians are not in such a favourable position

for further exploring the mining treasures of the soil

as the Americans. (23rd September. ) M. Laverune
has an article on the plague in Europe. The microbe
Mas discovered by Yersin and Kitasato. -It does not

appear to be easily conveyed in the air, but chiefly by
the skin and through the digestive organs. Infection

by the skin is usually from fleas and.other parasitic

animals. M. Laverune entirely differs from the

opinion of M. Simond that the plague epidemic
usually commences with rats, and is conveyed by them
to men, and from thence by man to man. He points

out that there was a great plague epidemic in England
in 1 348, but rats were unknown in this country previous

to the sixteenth century. This number also contains

some illustrated notes by M. A. Acloque on hemo-
gregarines, the parasites of the red blood corpuscles.

The hematozoa of malaria and gout are figured,

magnified several hundred times. The malarial

microbe is polymorphous and has three principal

types, the spherical, whip, and crescent forms. (30th

Septeinber. ) M. Albert Larbaletrier commences a

history of the growth and cultivation of the olive

tree in Provence. It is a tree whose range is greatly

limited by climatic influences, as it will not flourish

in a low temperature nor in one of long-continued

heat. The writer details the earliest known record

of. jhe cultivation of the olive tree, which appears to

have been in Syria, and describes the important part

the leaves, oil and branches have occupied in various

historical scenes. M. C. Marsillon describes with
many illustrations the construction of the Yukon rail-

way, showing the stupendous engineering difficulties

that have been overcome. (7th October. ) An article

by M. Emile Maison entitled " From the Cape to the
Transvaal " is well worth reading, especially at the

present time. The writer, however, touches very
little on the point of the present political complica-
tions, but gives a concise history of the land from
14S6, downwards. He also describes certain ethno-
logical peculiarities of some of the races. M. Abbe
L. Pichot gives an account of an acetylene generator
recently invented by M. A. Rieffel. Though the

idea appears good, it seems somewhat too com-
plicated for general use. M.' A. Larbaletrier con-
tinues his article on the cultivation of the olive tree

n Provence.

City or London Entomological and
Natural History Society.— ist August, 1899.

—

Exhibits : Mr. Fuller, series of Dicycla 00 taken at

Walthamstow this year, at Sugar and a specimen of

Mamestra sordida from Darenth. Jlr. J. Riches, a
suffused specimen of Abraxas grossularia/a with no
black spots across the central area of the hind wings,
found on a wall at Hornsey Rise. Mr. D. C. Bate,
a number of the latter insect fed upon Etionyiinis
aponica, having a decidedly dark general appearance.
Jlr. Clark, two beautiful varieties of Nocttia fcstiva,

and one Gramnicsia trigrammica suffused and very
dark, from Polegate. Mr. A. Robertshaw sent two
cocoons of Sahirnia pavonia one brown and one
pale. When the larvae spun up, all the cocoons were
pale, but those put in a warm greenhouse having
much moisture in the air, turned brown after about
three days ; one kept in a dry cool atmosphere retained
its pale colour.

—

H. A. Saiize, Hon. Sec.

South London Entomological and Natural
History Society.—Aug. 24th, Mr. Robert Adkin,
F.E.S., in the chair.—Mr. Edwards exhibited a
number of insects of various orders from Borneo and
India, including the large bee Xylocopa latipes, of

which the male has paddle-shaped fore legs, the

enormous digging wasp Triscolia proceva, the giant

ant Cainponotiis gigas and several remarkable species

of Pompiliidae, together with a large immature
Taranitila, specimens of the crab spiders, Gastera-
cantha, and the rare allied genus to the scorpions,

Thelyphonus. Mr. West exhibited three species of

Hemiptera, Oiuotyhts viridiflants found on Coitainra
at Wisley, Tricopsylla walkeri, found on buckthorn
at Box Hill, and Tei-enthia loeta, obtained by
sweeping at Reigate. Mr. Patteson reported that a

specimen of Dcilephila livoriiica had been taken at

Linipsfield, at light. Mr. Adkin exhibited a series of

Acidalia aversata, bred from ova laid by a female
captured at Lewisham. The whole brood were dull,

non-banded forms, like the female parent, and very
distinct from the ordinary light form. ^.^'. J. Tui-ner^-

Hon. Repoi-t Sec.

Yorkshire Fungus Foray.—The Mycological
Section of the Yorkshire Naturalists' Union, held a

successful fungus foray, near Askern, on the 25th,

26th, and 27th of September. Permission was ob-

tained from all the landowners in the district to

inxestigate their woods, parks, and pastures. The
species collected reached 230, besides varieties. Con-
sidering the previous dry weather, this was most satis-

factory. Among them were seveial of rarity and
interest. A peculiar Sltl/>iim-\\\ie mould, new to

science, was found, the life history of which is in

process of being worked out. Mr. G. Massee,
F.R.M.S., F.L.S., read a paper on "The Jlodern
Tendency of Mycological Study'"; and Mr. Harold
Wager, F. L.S., gave a resunii of his paper on " Fer-
tilization in the Fungi." The members of the section

turned up in almost full force. Mr. Massee was
elected president for the ensuing j'ear, and Mr. Chas.
Cros.sland, I'. L. S. , of Halifax, the secretary.

—

C.

Crossland, Hon. Sec, 4, Coleridge A'oad, Plalifax.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
At the HUKK^-'^ti^^i^ *''^ M'vt'rnl L-orropomlcnts wt* open with

this volume a Jeparhnent in whii-h our rc;ultTK may jiddn-ss

the EJitor in letter form. We luTve ple.iHure in invitinj; any
wWt desire to raise diHCiiHsion". on Hcientific Mibjects. to

addresH their letter-, to the Editor, at i lo. Strand. London,
W.C Our only restrietion will he. in c.'ise the correspondence
exceetU the hoiMuIn of courtesy : which \vc trust is a matter
o'i ^rreat improbability. These letters may be anonymous.
In that case they must Iv aceompani*'d_ by the full name and
•address oi the writer, not for publication, but as an e.nrncst

oi j;ood faith. The Eilitor does not h^tld himself responsible

for the opinions o( the correspondents.—AV. S.'G.

Irish Plant Names.
/o Ihe Editor ofSCIENCE-GOSSIP.

SiK,— I congraliil.ilc you oiuhc inttrestirij; October
nunil)er of SciENCK-Ciossii'. Dr. Lang's beautiful

pictures of butterflies remind one of pleasant days

spent in some of the South Europe.in districts where
Thais., l'af<ilio aU.xaiior, 1'. /'odaliriiis, and Cliaraxis

iiuiiis are flying.

Mr. Keogan would increase the interest of his

valuable study of the Birch and .\lder if he would tell

us lo what element of the xylem .jr phloem is due the

toughness which makes the former tree .so useful for

the manufacture of broonis and for castigatory pur-

po.ses. .-Vlso what particular substance in the birch-

hark renders it capable of sustaining life in Lapland.

The article in youiOctobcr number (ante p. 130)

which I have especially enjoyed is that by Mr. J. U.
Harbour on " Irish Plant Names." Will you
permit me to make a few comments on this

list ? The colours are appropriately applied :

—

thus DKAKc, red, to the poppy, etc. ; I'.ORM, blue, to

Cenlamca lyaitiis, etc. ; BUITII, j'ellow, to Sciurio

''aioiia, and to Chlora, etc. N'ery naturally also we
find HEStJE, water, as an element in the name of

Vironiia /Kctt!/>ii/i!,'a o.nd Raiiiinctilns iXquatilis. BAN,
white ; iiItiih, dark ; and r,i..\s, green, seem to occur

occasionally in Iri.sh plant-names. We arc not sur-

prised to find the epithet il.Oiir, rock, applied to

Sediim aire, and BOi;, that is swamp, to Stirpiis. .As

might be expected, mor, big and BEAC, little or

lesser, are of frequent occurrence. Some of the

plant-names in Mr. Harbour's list are exact equiva-

lents of the Latin and Greek. Thus baink, milk,

corresponds to the gala in I'olygala : teanc.acox to

Cyiwglossiiiii. Mi'c, translates pig in pignut. I infer

froip ciili.EACH, cock, applied to the red campion that

cockscomb is the name of this plant, not of Khin-
anthe trislagalli. In this instance the Gaelic name is

mi>re applicable to the colour, and the Latin one to

the .shape of the corolla of these plants respectively.

l->nubtle.ss Mr. Barbour will be able to give many
adtlitional explanations which my limited knowledge
of the beautiful and melodious Gaelic langu.age makes
it impossible for me to ofier. May I venture to

suggest to him through your columns that he should

reprint his valuable list in alphabetical order, trans-

lating the Gaelic words throughout ? I am certain

that all Irish botanists would welcome such a glo.s.sary.

.\t the same time may I ask the author of this list, or

some other Gaelic scholar, for information on one or

two points? Can sic.llE (ante 131) be an error for

sri'HE, fairy? In that case foxglove, that is folk's

glove or fairy's glove, would agree with the Irish

name. Why is crax, tree, applied to the

maple above all other trees ? Why is the elm
called a palm ? Of course tlie willow goes by
this name in England from the date of it.s

flowering. What \irtue has the plantain which
deserves the epithet span, healing? Above all I

would suggest that seamsoo cannot possibly be any-

thing el.se ihana misprint for seam ROG, the shamrock,
.sacred emblem of Erin. This becomes the more

certain when we observe thai Mr. Barbour attaches

the name to Oxalis acelosella, the very plant which
the great botanist lienlham, himself a Cell, identifies

with the shamrock of Ireland.

In conclusion may I point out one or two
omissions in the list ? Sa.\i/raga iimhrosa, a typical

West of Ireland plant, which the cockney absurdly
claims as "London I'ride :' this is St. I'atrick s

Cabbage. Though it may exist, like many an
unfortunate Irishman, in a smoky wilderness, it is

much more at home, as he also is, among the natJN'e

bogs. Eriophorum, the cotton-sedge, is called t:A.N' A in

Scotch Gaelic, probably also in the North of Ireland.

I have read that in the Gaelic alphabet each letter is

called after a tree. .M.iy I appeal to Mr. -Barbour to

give us this list of trees, and to you, .Mr. Editor, to

print it and so oblige those of your readers who love

both Natural History and the sweet Gaelic tongue.

In IS Fail.-

BournemmUh West.

Co-operative Science Collections.

To the Editor ofSCIENCE-GOSSIP.
.Sir,— I'ermit me to olTer a suggestion as to the

feasibility of conducting the study of many branches
of natural history on the lines of co-operation, or if

that word is objected to, brotherhood might be

substituted ; with a membership of most known
collectors, and a central depot for duplicates, which
would be free to all who contributed their duplicates.

.-V catalogue should be kept of all species on hand, to

be revised frequently and arranged as to districts. A
member studying an\- given species could have
specimens from every district for comparison and
study, which could be returned when no longer

required and others given to him lo fill blanks in his

collection, until he collected them himself. The real

work should be increasing the knowledge of the

fauna of the district, to be possessed by the greatest

number of students in that district.

A conchologist when collecting meets with in-

numerable beetles. If the assistance I have sketched

were available, he would send his specimens to the

depot to be named, then without loss of time, he

could' consult any local works available in his

neighbourhood, or could have works frtim the depi'il

where a circulating library could be established. By
the time he got through the list of shells in his

district he would be well advanced with the beetles,

and so several branches could be worked together,

such as butterflies and moths, spiders and mites,

plant water bugs, etc. Members finding for the first

time species new to the district should be accredited.

Instead of a collection being rough and tumble,

and a source of irritation to the collector it might
have been spick and span, and an endless pleasure.

Each would feel that he was helping a brother less

favoured than himself. The knowledge that the

education of the many in his favourite pursuit was
being promoted, woulil far outweigh the pleasure

derived from the selfish possession of the objects

themselves.

The manner in which members sent in their

duplicates might be made the stdjject of commenda-
tion and mild criticism, .and the spirit of generous
rivalry and emulation might be fostered to carry

forward the work at a greatly accelerated pace. It

might also be made international, so that a complete
family could be got together for exhibition at local

gatherings.

The amount of subscription for membership should
be low, so as to exclude none. Subscriptions to go
towards reVit, printing, and general expenses.
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I think an appeal made to rich men of science

would not be in vain for an endowment sufficient to

establish the depot, and pa}- caretaker and secretary.

At first these offices might be honorary. If properly

conducted such an institution would merit success,

and be a distinct advance upon present methods. I

have thousands of duplicates, and I have friends who
have others for disposal in this way. Members are

asked to contribute duplicates only, so in getting rid

of their own they place at their own command the

duplicates of every other member of the brotherhood,

which would be a distinct gain. The journal,

Science-Gossip, might 1j> invited to become the

medium of communication by members, and for the

discussion of the besl scientific methods of preserva-

tion, mounting, and general preparation of spedmens
for scientific study.

Hugh. L. Orr.
1 86, My Lady's Road, Belfast.

NOTICES OF SOCIETIES.

Ordinary meetings arc marked +, excursions * ; names of
personsfolloiving excursions are ofConductors. \ Lantern
Ilki-strations.

North London Natural History Society.
Nov. 2.—tA Holiday in the Hig-hlands. J. A. Simes.

,, II.
—

'^South Kensing^tbn Museum. S. Austin.

,, i6.—+Life Histories of Woodlice and other little

known Animals. T. B. Casserley.

Tunbridge Wells Natural History and Philosophical
Society.

Nov. 3.—^Moorish Architecture in Spain. Dr. H. Habgood.
17.—SAn Atoll. C. W. Andrews, B.Sc. F.G.S.
23.—Dust. W. Carter, M.A.

R. R. Hiitchiiison^ Hon. Sec, Belmont, Princes Street.

South London Entomological and Natural History
Society.

Nov. 9.—Pocket Box Exhibition.
23.—More Lazy Days. R. Adkin, F.E.S.

Dec. 14.—Meteorites. J. T. Carring:ton.
Stanley Edivnrds, F.E.S., Hon. Sec.,

Hiberuia Chambers, Lo7idon BHdge, S.E.

Lambeth Field Club.
Nov. 6.—^November Meteors. A. C. D. Crommelin,

F.R.S.A.
,, II.—*To the Zoolog-ical Gardens.
„ 20.—Geological Notes. A. Collier.

F. P. Perks, Hon. Sec., 41. St. Martin's Lane, W.C.
Essex Field Club.
Oct. 27-2S.—Annual Cryptog-amlc and Botanical Meeting-,

Epping Forest.
IVilliani Cole, Hon. Sec, Bjickkurst Hill.

Geologists' Association of London,
Nov. 3.—Conversazione in Library University Colleg-e,

8 p.m. Percy Eviery^ Hon. Sec.

NOTICE.
Subscriptions (6s. 6d. ) for Vol. VI. are now due.

The postage of Science-Gossip is really one penny,

but only half that rate is charged to subscribers.

NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.
To Correspondents and Exchangers.—Science-Gossip

'is published on the 35th of each month. All motes or other
communications should reach us not later than the' i8th of
the month for insertion in the following- number. No com-
munications can be Inserted or noticed withoiit full, name
and address of writer. Notices of changes of address
admitted ff-ee.

Business Co.mmunications.—All Business communica-
tions relating- to Science-Gossip must be addressed to the
Proprietor of Science-Gossip, ho, Strand, London.
Subscriptions.—Subscriptions to Science-Gossip, which

may commence with any number, at the rate of 6s. 6d. for
twelve months (including postag-e), should be remitted to
the Office, no. Strand. London, W.C
Editoriait Communications, articles, books for review,

instruments for notice, specimens for identification, &c., to
be addressed to John T. Carrington, ho, Strand, Londoo,
W.C.
Notice.—Contributors qre requested to strictly observe

the following rules. All contributions must be clearly
written on one side of the paper only. Words intended to be
printed in italics should be marked under with a single line.

Generic names must be given in full, excepting where used
immediately before. Capitals may only be used for generic,,

and not specific names. Scientific names and names of
places to be written in round hand.

The Editor will be pleased to answer questions and name
specimens through the Correspondence column of the maga-
zine. Specimens, in good condition, of not more than three
species to be sent at one time, ca?->-iage paid. Duplicates
only to be sent, which will not be returned, unless accom-
panied by return postage, and then at owner's risk, The
specimens must have identifying numbers attached, together
with locality, date, and particulars of capture.

The Editor is not responsible for unused MSS,, neither
can he undertake to return them, unless accompanied with
stamps for return postage.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J.S. (Roxburgh).—The insect ( Tropicornis rufipcs), is one of

the Hemiptera, or plant bugs. It is not uncommonly'found by
beating oak, bhcli, ha-'-el, etc.. into an inverted umbrella; It

occurs throughout Britain.

C.S. (Forest Gate).—The specimen of white powdery s

stance adhering to the skin about the bases of banana fruit, on
the specimen forvvarded, was much dried up and no appearance
of any insect could be found. The white powder is suggestive
of some scale insect (Coccidae) in its earlier stages. Your
friends need not fear to eat the fruit, for even if a few of the
animals were swallowed, they would soon be digested.

C.F.T. (Whitchurch).—The fungi' are all of one species,

Iclerodernta zndgaris or "devil's snuff box," a generally
abundant cryptogam. We are pleased to find you are again
going to regularly take to Science-Gossip.

G.G.B. (Manchester).—We will enquire about the book to
which you refer, and answer you indue course. We do not
recollect it having been published.

A.G.S. (PrestonJ.—Apply to Mr. Wilfred Mark Webb, 2
Broadway, Hammersmith, about the literature of the slugs of
Ceylon. He may be able to assist you.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS.
C. S. Coles, from Hoe Moor House, Hambledon, to the

Pheasantries, Hambledon, Hants.

EXCHANGES.
Notice.—Exchanges extending to thirty words (including

name and address) admitted free, but additional words must
be prepaid at the rate of threepence for every seven words
or less.

Offered. Duplicates of rare exotic shells (land, Tresh-
water and marine) in exchange for other desirable species of
exotic land.—Miss Linter, Saville House? Twickenham.
Offered. Many back vols, of Science-Gossip, " Entomo-

logist," etc., in exchange for current numbers of same as pub-
lished.—W. Banks, 10, Heckford Terrace, Union Road, Poole.

Coleoptera. DDplicates, Melasoina, aeneum, Don. sericea,

Gal. lincola, Phra. vulgatissima, Apion striatum. Bemb.
tibiale, B. rufescens, B. saxatile, &c. Wanted other Coleop-
tera or micro-slides.—Jas. Murray, 11, Close Street, Carlisle.

Offered. "Modern Microscopy," by M. J. Cole (latest

issue). In exchange for "The iNIicroscope." by James Crow-
ther, or "Hidden Beauties of Nature,' by RJ Kerr. — A,'
Nicholson, Carlton House, Greenbank, Darlington.

Collection of about 400 English and Foreign silver and
copper coins ; many rare. Also well-made mahogany speci-

men cabinet, with 44 graduated drawers. What offers ?—H.
W. Parritt,£, Whitehall Park, N.

GaUlt, Greensand, Coralline Crag, Thanet Sand, contain-
ing_ Foraminifera or Forams from same. In exchange for
other Material, or objects, or Sponge.— A. Henley, 303,
Strand, London, W.C.
Wanted Science Gossip, one or two late volumes of Old

Series, unbound preferred. — Particulars to G. Granville
Buckley, Owen's College, Manchester.

Offered good Botanical Microscopical Slides, in exchange
for rare Lepidoptera, or living o^'ae or pupae.—John Collins,

2or, Green Lane, Birmingham.
Offered. The rare Valeriana pyrenaica; for British

Land and Fresh Water Shells, or offers.—^John R. B. Mase-
field, Rosehill, Cheadle, Staffordshire.

Offered, Lacroix's " Trait6 du'Xalcul e Differentiel et

Integral," 3 vols., qrt., or Moiqno's Lemons. Wanted in

exchange two first vols., second edition. Price's Calculus.
—N. Blacklock, ig, Bruntsfield Avenue, Edinburgh.

Foreign Land-shells and pamphlets on MoUusca offered
in exchange for choice specimens of invertebrates localised.

—Wilfred Mark Webb, 2, The Broadway, Hammersmith, W.
Wanted to exchange. Golden Pheasants, cockerels or pul-

lets, for Golden, Silver, Amherst, or other fancy pheasants.

—

C. S. Coles, The Pheasantries, Hambledon, Hants.
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WATKiNS & DONCASTER,
Naturalists and Manufacturers of Entomological Apparatus and Cabinets.

N.B.—For ExielUfue and Superiority of Cabimts and Apparatus y referemes are permitted to distinguished
Patrons and Co/tej^est ^^* Ca/aloi^ie ((>(> pp-) sent foit free on applieation.

TaxidcrmiHtH Companion, i.e., a p^vkct leather case, containing:

most iiMrful instruments for Ntclnnint;^, >oh. 6d.

ScalpclH, iH. 3J. ; Label ListH of UirdK* Ef^^K, 3d., 4d.. 6d.

Scissors, per pair, js. Settinj; Needles. 3d. and 6d. per box.

CoIeopteriHt'H Collecting nottlc. with tube, ih, 6d.. is. 8d.

BotanicalCa^es, japanned double tin. iH.6d., aN.Qd., ,^s. 6d., 4s. 6d.

Botanical Paper, is. id., in. 4d., \h. 9d., as. ad. per quire. [78. 6d.

InKcct Casc?t. imitation mahogany, as. 6d. to iis.

Cement for replacing^ Antenna;. 6d. per bottle.

Forceps for removinR: iiiMcctK, is. 6d., as., as. 6d. per pair.

Cabinet Cork, 7 by 3}. best quality, is. 4d. per dozen sheets.

Pupa niggers, in leather sheath, is. gd. Insect Lens, is. to 8s.

Glass Top and Glass Bottomed Boxes, from is. 4d. per dozen.

Label Lists of British Butterllies, ad.

Ditto Land and Fresh-Water Shells, ad.

Egg: Drills, ad., 3d., is., ; Metal Blow Pipe, 4d. and 6d.

Our new Label List of British Macro-Lcpldoptera, with Latin an4
English Names, is. 6d. Our new Catalogue of British Lepldop-

tcra. every species numbered, is. ; or on one side for Labels, as.

Plain Ring Nets, Wire or Cane, including stick, is. 3d., 2s., as. 6d.

Folding Nets. 3s. 6d. and 4s.

Umbrella Nets (self-acting), 7s.

Pocket Boxes, 6d. ; corked both sides, «)d.,

Zinc Relaxing Boxe«<, 9<I.. is., is. 6d.. and js.

Nestctl Chip Boxes, 4 dozen 8d., is. qd. gross.

Entomological Pins, mixed, is. 6d. oz.

Sugaring L.tnterns, as. 6d. to los. 6d.

Sugaring Tin. with brush, is. 6d., js.

Sugaring Mixture, ready for use, rs. fjd, per tin.

Mite Destroyer (not dangerous to use), is. 6d. per lb.

Store Boxes, with Camphor Cells, ^s. 6d., 4s.. 5s. .ind 6s.

Ditto, Book Pattern, 8s. tid., qs. 6d.. and 10s. 6d.

Setting Boards, Hat or oval, i in.. Oil.; \\ In., 8d.; \\ in., gd.; a In.,

toil. ; a} in., ts. ; 3 in., is. ad. ; 3} in., is. 4d. ; 4 In., is. 6d.

;

4|in., IS. 8d. ;5in.. is. lod. Complete set of 14 boards, 10s, 6d.

Setting Houses. 9s. 6d. and its. 6d., with corked b.ick, 14s.

Zinc Larva Boxes, gd.. is. Brass Chloroform Bottle, js.

Breeding cage, as. 6d., 4s., 5s., and 7s. 6d.

Alt ArticUs enumerated are kept in stock and can be sent immediately on receipt of order.

The *' DIXON" LAMP NET (invaluable for taking Moths off Street Lamps without clinibingtlie lamp posts), 2s. 6d.

CABINETS. Special SIioiv Room,
The following arc the prices of a few of the smaller sizes ; for measurements and larger sizes sec catalogue.'"'

Mi
Insect.

4 Drawers 135. 6d.
<i Drawers 17s. 6d.

Eggs.

I as. od.
i6s. 6d.

Minerals and Dried
Plants, Fossils, &c.
.... los. 6d.

.... 15s. od.

Insect.

8 Drawers 33s.

10 Drawers 45s.

Eggs.

. 56s.

Minerals and Dried
Plants, Fossils, &c.

359-

4.SS.

A LARGE STOCK OF INSECTS' AND BIRDS'
Birds, Mammals, &.c.. Preserved and Mounted by First-class Workmen.

EGGS.

36, STRAND, W.C. (Five Doors from Charing Cross).

.W. LONGLEY^
ENTOMOLOGICAL CABINET

and APPARATUS MAKER,

12, WHITE HART STREET,

Catherine Street, Strand, London, W.C.

Nets, Breeding Cages, and Apparatus of every descrip-

tion ; Cal)inets for Insects, Birds' Kggs, Minerals, Shells,

Coins, etc., etc. ; Tocket Boxes, Store Boxes, and Book
Boxes. .Sheets of Cork any size to order.

NATURAL HISTORY AGENT AND BOOKSELLER.

TO
IWUSEUIW CURATORS,
SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE C.VTALOGUE

oi-

SPECIALTIES
FOR

MUSEUMS.
Post free from LIUK.VKV SUri'LY CO., ^,. Ave

Maria Lane. London, E.C.

"CARD SYSTEM" CATALOGUE, showing
n I'tr/tct System of Indexing- .^ppIicable to all br.^nchcs
ot Science .^nd Library Work—Post free.

Telegrams: "AUKS," LONDON.
ESTABLISHED 1760.

Telephone: 1824 GERRARD.

J. C. STEVENS,
HENRY STEVENS. D. PELL-SMITH.)

38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.
This old-established and widely known business is now being conducted under new arrangement.

The Sales .every Friday at I2.30 of Scientific, Electrical and Photographic Apparatus,
offer the best nieJiuin in London lor the piireli.nsc and disposal of all sueh prv^perty. especiallv Telescopes,

Microscopes and Microscopic Objects.

NATURAL HISTORY SALES are held once and twice a month, of British and Foreign Insects,
Birds' Eggs and Skins, Minerals, Fossils, Curiosities, etc.

Catalog\ies and all particulars of Sales, post free.—J. C. STEVENS, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.
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JOHN J. GRIFFIN & SONS, LTD..
Chemical, Philosophical, and Photographic Instrument Makers.

irAKERS TO THE ADMIRALTY. WAR DEPARTMENT, INDIA &= COLONIAL GOVERNMENTS.

Physical and Ohemical Apparatus of Every Description.

HOT AIR MOTORS.
NO NOISE. NO SMELL..

Invaluable in a Laboratory or Workshop,

As the full power can be obtained

in less than five minutes.

Gas not Essential. Spirit Burner Sufficient.

Various Sizes, from Vo to -g- Horse-power.

Full particulars on application.

20-26^ SARDINIA STREET,
Lincoln^s inn Fields,

LONDON,, W.C.

IftT, lATArrSON & SONTS' ]Vi:iCROSCOP£:S, &c.
WA TSON'S WA TSON'S

''H" Edinburgh Student's FRAM ^^.^^ Microscope.

Microscope-
WATSON'S

Holoscopic Eyepieces.

Provisionally protected^

Stand-ivith i Eyepiece ., £9 lOS.
Ditto, completely fitted with

2 Eyepieces, i in. and \ in.

Objectives. Abbe Illr. and
Case £15.

No other Microscope combines
so many mechanical conveniences ^ Highest-class Microscope at a very

and workmanship of such perfect
character at so low a price.

Provided with adjustment to render

them over or under-corrected, they

can therefore be used with either

Apochromatic or Achromatic
Objectives,

Price . . . . I7S. 6ci. each.

moderate cost.

Set X. Stand with i Eyepiece, i in. and \ m.
Objectives, in Case, £6 I5s,

Watson's Catalogue of Microscopes and Apparatus (No. 2) contains full particulars of their celebrated Instruments.
Watson's Catalogue of Microscopic Objects (No. 3j is a Classified List representing a stock of 50,000 first-class specimens.

POST FREE ON APPLICATION TO

W. WATSON & SONS, Opticians to HJ. Govt., 313, High Holborn, LONDON, W.C.
Established ISjy. i6, Forrest Road, Edinburgh, and 78, Swanston Street, Melbourne, Australia.

London : Printed by the Botolph Press, Limited, Swecdland Court, Bishopsgatc Street, and Middlesex Street, E,C:
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